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Summary
Crassula helmsii is an aggressive alien aquatic or 'amphibious' plant which
has invaded Britain and is rapidly increasing its distribution. It grows both
as tall underwater stands and in shallow water or on damp soil, as a short
dense mono-specific sward which smothers out native flora and markedly
affects the habitat for fauna. By January 1991 it had invaded c 270 aquatic
areas with the frequency of new sites being invaded still doubling about
every two years. Many factors have influenced the rate of recording but the
continuing enthusiasm of local botanists and environmentalists is important
and must be maintained. The type of sites invaded are predominantly small
ponds, (about a third of which may dry down seasonally), in agricultural
areas although many are in private estates and c. 40 in nature reserves, the
remaining sites are lakes, ponds and canals.
Primary introductions probably resulted a wide range of human activities
associated with water including water gardening and fishing whereas secondary
or local introduction may also involve transfer by local wildlife; the
mechanisms of transfer need further study if a successful control stratagy is
to be developed.
Tank and field trials to control C. helmsii compared the effectiveness of all
available Approved aquatic herbicides and showed the high herbicide
resistance of drying turves and emergent stands, for which only glyphosate
producing any noticeable degree of control. The growth of submerged stands
were however rapidly suppressed using diquat or diquat-alginate although buds
on separated shoots started to regrow over subsequent weeks before finally
dying; these 'propagules' may enhance spread of the plant and be a source of
'reinfection' of control areas and should therefore be contained by eg. a
mesh fence. The commercial chemical hydrogen peroxide were also tested
because the absence of toxic or long-term residues made it suitable for
nature reserves but only scorching of plant material occurred ie direct
control, and growth was therefore unfortunately only suppressed temporarily.
Other chemicals, trials with approved additives or new user trials with
manufacturers, should be undertaken. Field observations of other techniques
were made such as shading material which was very successful for small areas
whereas for example flame-throwers were laborious, expensive, and not
effective. Suggested provisional guidelines have been produced for the
control of Crassula helmsli at sites with differing degrees of dominance.
Proposals are given for improvements in control of emergent stands, for
further full field trials on the elimination of this plant from sites at
which it currently dominates, on the strategy for further monitoring and
controlling invasive plants in nature reserves, on the development of
herbicidal chemicals with minimal and non persistent by-products, but most
importantly the assessment of the vulnerability of estuaries to invasion by
this plant and an advisory leaflet. Firm measures are considered necessary to
halt its further spread, particularly to vulnerable northern regions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Crassula helmsii (T. Kirk) Cockayne, is expanding its distribution very
rapidly in the UK but particularly from the South East half of the country.
It is generally available from aquatic centres as an 'oxygenator plant' for
ponds. It appears to be easily distributed to natural areas where it grows
vigorously without an overwinter period of rest or die-back. It is found in a
wide range of habitats from acid to alkaline waters of ponds and lakes;
experimentally, it will grow well in flowing waters, and it is known from
semi-saline sites and will tolerate intermittent or half- saline conditions.
Its occurrence in the UK has been recorded in c. 25 sites in 14 nature
reserves or national parks. It does not appear to be just another invading
aquatic plant because its vigorous growth, as a short dense sward, rapidly
dominates aquatic areas. It has been recorded to date growing both on damp
ground to 0.5 m above water levels and to depths of over 3 m depending upon
conditions. Detailed data from one study site suggest that within four years
of its invasion, 80% of native species are out-competed whilst another
suggests that within ten years, all other species can be lost. No site once
dominated has yet returned from near total domination, as would be expected
by comparison to the invasion of previous aquatic species. From this evidence
it is important that the spread of this plant should be restricted and
stopped as soon as possible before it becomes a universal problem of nature
reserves.
A full investigation of this plant would probably
confirm the distributional status, extent of invasion and suppression
of native flora and fauna;
establish the dispersal mechanisms and vulnerability of sites at the
local and regional level;
determine the potential habitat range, genetic variation and seasonal
cycle through extending the study of its biology;
develop effective control techniques and programmes compatible with
the aims of nature conservation.
However with its continuing rapid expansion, it was thought necessary that
extreme measures of control should be immediately considered, ie the use of
herbicides in nature reserves, and that guidelines on control should be
developed.
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1.2. Objectives
The objectives of this report are to:
investigate a control technique using herbicidal chemicals,
make recommendations for their use in nature reserves and
to produce a preliminary version of guidelines for the general
control of this plant.
The methods, experimental design and work programme include:
undertaking tank-trials on the control of emergent and submerged stands
of C. helmsii using proprietary approved aquatic herbicides and other
suitable herbicidal compounds;
undertaking field trials over a wide geographic range of sites and
water levels (-3 m to +0.7 m) using the most suitable chemical(s) above;
coordinating control attempts by other field personnel (marked 'a' in
Appendix II), synthesizing results and producing general control
recommendations.
maintaining records of plant distribution and continuing to assess both
the rate of expansion and the type of sites invaded.
Several field sites (c. 8) over a wide geographic and habitat range
(Table 4.), were proposed for appraisal visits to assess their suitability
for herbicide field trials. These took place after discussion with local NCC
representative (eg. ARO), owner and, as necessary, with permission from the
relevant Regional Water Authority (now the National Rivers Authority).
In fulfilment of the contract, the output included an interim report (in
December 1988 (Dawson 1988a) and this final report which includes:
Results of tank and field herbicide trials with proposals for control
recommendations and further studies.
A synthesis of results of field trials with current best recommendations
(interim guidelines) for control. Verbal advice on control would continue
to be given during the contract period.
Current distribution of plant occurrences, NGR site references, current
status of plant at sites and possible year of invasion or first record
i.e. records and an assessment of the rate of expansion to July 1989
(updated to January 1991).
In addition this commission is being supported by:
continuing the production of the short bulletins 'Crassula Watch'
(Appendix IV) and circulating it to those interested
to maintaining distribution records and the scientific publication of
results.
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2. METHODS AND MATERIALS
2.1. Tank trials
Emergent (7) and submerged (7) stands of C. helmsii were grown in large
domestic water tanks (0.6 x 1.0 x 0.55 m deep, 300 1). The latter were set
out in an east to west line on grass in a light 'quadrangle' away from normal
access and without direct drainage towards any water body. Plant material was
collected as turves from shallow (emergent form) and deeper (submerged form)
water in Mockbeggar Pond just outside the New Forest, Hampshire, in June
1988, January 1989 and Summer 1989. Turves were transported sealed in
suitably sized thick polythene bags and placed in pairs in each of the tanks.
Turves of the 'shallow water' or emergent stands were placed on wooden boards
fitted half way down the tank and filled with 'hard' tap water to three
quarters to create shallow water but not shaded conditions. Turves of 'deep
water' or submerged stands were placed upon the beds of tanks which were then
completely filled with water. Water levels were maintained weekly at the
above levels by addition of tap water as necessary. Plant nutrients and total
hardness were monitored and replenished to maintain good plant growth by the
addition of c. 10 ml of a commercial general 8-4-4 fertilizer (Liquinure,
Fisons, Ipswich) every ten days following additions of 'hard' tap water.
Herbicides and chemicals were applied in an appropriate manner at the maximum
permitted dose rates after growing for 6 - 20 weeks from collection from the
field site (Tables 1, 2, 3, Appendix I). An additional tank trial using
glyphosate at the increased dose rates of x5 and x10 were also undertaken.The
dose rates were either calculated according to individual tank volumes i.e.
0.23 m3 and 0.3 m3 or surface areas of tank i.e. 0.58-0.62 2 and 0.60-0.65
m2 for emergent and submerged plants respectively; this was necessary due to
sagging of the 'deep water' tanks which were filled to above their normal
working level, i.e. completely full.
Assessments of the effectiveness of herbicides were made regularly both
visually and recorded photographically. Chemical characterization of the
• water from nutrient release in particular was initially undertaken every two
days but subsequently at less frequent intervals (see field data collection
techniques and Appendix III).
Plant material was carefully removed for assessment of fresh and dry weight
(105oC); samples were sorted, by hand, to remove any stones, etc. originating
from field collection sites. Water from the tanks was disposed of in a
specially-constructed soakaway.
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Table 1. The use and normal application time of chemicals and approved
herbicides for the tank (T) or field (F) trials for the control of Crassula
helmsii (see relevant data from product labels, Appendix 1)
Key
/ — additional months to MAFF Guidelines - see label
? — months not included in label but in MAFF Guidelines
. — additional months in special circumstances eg 'off-label' use (this may
to apply to other herbicides
Chemical Use Month of Application
Terres- Marginal Aquatic
trial
bracken mono dicot free sub- Algae JFMAMJJASOND Trial
dock floating merged (Tank
Or
Herbicides Field)
asulam x xxxx T
2,4-D amine x x /xxxx T F
(not oil based)
dalapon x xxxxxx T
dichlobenil x x x x ? T F
diquat x x x xxxxxxxxxxxx TF
diquat-alginate x xxxxxxxxxxxx TF
glyphosate x x x  x x x . T F
terbutryne X X T F
Chemicals
hydrogen peroxide (x) (x) (x) (x) T F
Footnotes
The herbicide chlorthiamid is no longer available.
Fosamine ammonium was considered unsuitable being used only for control of
deciduous trees and shrubs near water.
Maleic hydrazide was considered inappropriate and is used as a growth
retardant for bank side grasses.
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Table 2. Dose rates of active ingredient and product for those approved
herbicides and chemicals used in hand applicators in various trials for
control of Crassula helmsii (see also relevant data from product label -
Appendix 1)
(1 g m-3 — 1 mg L = 1 ppm) (* = see Dawson & Warman 1987)
Herbicides Product Used Dose Water
with dose rate Manufacturers Rates Dilution
of active formulation for Range
ingredient (% as weight of Product
and maximum active ingredient (Large area)
in water per volume or weight) (Small area)
-1asulam-1 Asulox 11 1 ha 4.5-18
4.5 kg ha May & Baker 1.1 ml m-2
1 g m -2 40% aqueous solution
-2,4-D amine 2,4-D 4.5-9 1 ha1 11-22
2.2-4.5_1cgha-1 Atlas 0.4-0.9 ml m 2
5 g m 38% aqueous solution
dalaponDalapon (85?) 20-66 kg ha-1 Not
19-47 kg_pa-1 Atlas 2-6.6 g m2 applicable
30 g m 85% soluble powder
dichlobepil Casoron GSR 28 kg (ha 0.6 m)-1 Not
1-2 g m_3 ICI
-50 kg ha-1 applicable
3 g m 20% in granules 3-5 g M-2
diquat
_3 Reglone 25-50 1
0.5-1 g_T ICI (ha.m)-1
2 g m 20% in aqueous solution 2.5-5 ml m-3
diquat alglnateMidstream
0.5-1 g_InICI
2 g m10% in viscous gel
< 100 1 ha-1
< 10 ml m-3
Not
diluted
-glyphosate Roundup 5-6 1 ha1 18-55
1.8-2.2 kg3ha Monsanto 0.5-0.6 ml m-2
0.2 g m 36% water soluble
terbutryne Clarosan 50-100 kg Not
0.05-0.1 g3m-3 Ciba Geigy (ha.m):: applicable
0.1 g m 1% in granules 10 g m
Chemicals
hydrogen perpidecommercial670-3350 1
*20-250 g m(ha.m)-1
5-10
100 volume 67 ml m-3
or c . 30% w.v.
-335 ml m
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• Table 3. Maximum permitted dose rates and dilution ranges for those
herbicides and chemicals used in tank and field trials for control of
emergent and submerged stands of Crassula helmsii.
Emergent Tanks Field Tests 4 m2
Asulam 0.66 ml in 3-12 ml 4.4 ml in 20-80 ml
(20 ml) (50 ml)
2,4-D amine 0.54 ml in 6-12 ml 3.6 ml in 40-80 ml
(20 ml) (30 ml)
dalapon 4 g 26 g
(10% aqueous!)
glyphosate .36 ml in 6-20 ml 2.4 ml in 43-130 ml
(20 ml) (100 ml)
hydrogen peropde
20 g m 15 ml in 75-150 ml 270 ml in 1.4-2.7 1
(100 ml) (2 1)
100 g M-3 77 ml in 0.38-0.77 1 1.3 1 in 6.7-13 1
(0.5 1) (10 1)
Submerged Tanks Field tests
(4 m2 by 0.5 m deep) (4 m2 by 1 m deep)
dichlobenil 1.9 g 12 g • 20 g
diquat 1.5 ml in 20 ml 10 ml in 20 ml 20 ml in 50 ml
diquat alginate 3 ml 20 ml 40 ml
terbutryne 3 g 20 g 40 g
hydrogen peropde
20 g m20 ml in 100-200 ml
(150 ml)
100 g m-3•100 ml in 0.5-1 1
134 ml in270 ml in
	
0.67-1.3 11.4-2.7 I
670 ml1.3 1 in
	
3.3-6.7 16.7-13 1
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2.2. Site survey and field trials
Sites were selected and agreed upon with the NCC on the basis of a wide
geographic spread and to cover the habitat range particularly of water depth
and water chemistry (Table 4).
2.2.1. Site selection and appraisal visits
Site visits. Data on the area, relevant physical, chemical, and
morphological features together with flora, were collected from a range of
sites; previous management or changes in flora etc were assessed as far as
possible from available data or verbal reports, for use in guidelines.
Field trials. Three types of site covering the habitat range of this plant
were selected for the field control •trials, firstly, on the basis of
uniformity of plant stand and secondly, on permission being available from
the landowner;
drying stands of C. helmsii growing as a short turf were selected at
Holmesley NR, Hampshire; and
Corfe Common, Dorset
(single plots each of 2 m x 2m in area);
emergent stand at the margins of a lake at Stalbridge, Dorset from
0.2 m depth of water to the moist margins
(single plots each of 10 m x 10 m in area); and on
submerged stands at water depths of c 1 m also in the above lake
(single plots each of 10 m x 10 m in area).
The herbicides were applied in September 1988 to these plots in a similar
manner to the tank trials Table 1,2,3 & Appendix I).
Results were assessed by regular observation over the subsequent months.
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Table 4. List of sites or areas visited as potential field control trials for
Crassula helmsii or to assist in making preliminary guidelines, together with
the original reasons for selection of the site. (NR - Nature Reserve;
NNR - National NR).
Site reason for selection
1. pool, Gunver Head
N. Cornwall
Lake, Stalbridge
Dorset
possible semi-saline condition
adjacent to stream
geographic
geographic
adjacent to NR
deep water
suitable local seasonal pond
previously studied
(- on National Trust land)
(a) permission for range of field trials
(b) variety of growth habits
(c) studied previously
variety of sites with developed or
developing dominance by C. helmsii
nationally important sites
a flowing channel
possible semi-saline conditions
• (c) geographic
(d) possible second introduction site from
Australia (see Newtown site)
Decoy pond,
Newton Abbot
Devon
Townsend Pond,
Corfe, Dorset
Shallow ponds,
New Forest,
Hampshire
drainage channel
Sandown, IOW
Trout pond, Fingeringhoe (a) resurgence following apparent decline
Wick NR, Colchester b) geographic
pond, Ynyslas NNR,
N. Dyfed, Wales
La Hague Reservoir
St Peter's Valley,
Jersey
a) possible dune slack ponds
(b) introduction and rapid spread possibly
related to control
annually drained and dried for 2 months
geographic
10. Hooper Pool, Coverham (a) shaded pond
W. Gloucestershire (b) geographic
1.0
2.3. Current distribution and expansion rate
Records of the occurrence of Crassula helmsil continued to be collected from
vice-county recorders, interested botanists, attendees at presentations on
this plant and as a result of the continued production of the Bulletin
'Crassula Watch' (Appendix II & IV). Records obtained were classified
according to the type of site and also by the date of their occurrence at
sites. Predictions of the continued rate of expansion or its potential decline
were made by linear and semi-logarithmic extrapolation from these data.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 Tank trials
3.1.1. The environment of the tanks
The temperature of the water in the shallow and 'deep water' tanks varied
through the day and with the seasons. For example in July 1988 the surface
water of the deep-water tanks rose by 10-15°C from morning to late afternoon
on full sun days whereas the water at the bottom of the tanks only rose by
c 5°C; the average morning temperatures were 15-20°C. No plants died as a
result of heat stress. Water chemistry was normally monitored before and
after water changes or replenishment. Both pH and conductivity changed daily
by up to c. 0.5 pH unit fi"omc pH 8.5 to 50 AS from 600 AS respectively but
these parameters also drifted as the plants grew actively between water
changes by a rise of 1-2 pH units and a fall in conductivity of c 200 AS.
Nitrate was also monitored but was generally elevated to give 20 mg 1 on the
day following water changes but then allowed to fall in order to avoid algal
growth which could inhibit the growth of underwater shoots.
3.1.2. Autumn Trial 1988. Regular observations of the submerged growth of
C. helmsii in the tanks following the herbicide application in autumn 1988,
were confirmed in biomass measurements afterthe ten week trial (Tables 5 and
6). Diquat and diquat-alginate were immediately effective in killing the
submerged form of the plant whereas dichlobenil and terbutryne were
considerably slower as might be expected by their mode of action au this time
of the year; at the completion of the trial submerged material treated with
dichlobenil was brittle, easily fragmented and had a poor root system.
Observation of the emergent material showed little lasting control, apart
from direct scorching which rapidly regenerated; this confirmed observations
at various field sites. However the final biomass in several of the treated
tanks was lower than the control, particularly with glyphosate, indicating
some degree of reduction in growth rates and therefore some control.
3.1.3. Spring 1989 Trial. Similar results were found for underwater stands in
this trial to the previous autumn one ie that emergent stands were not in
general effectively controlled. A pre-treatment weighing showed that plant
biomasses changed and that an erroneous result may have previously been
obtained for the partial effectiveness of some herbicides but this must be
balanced against the disruption caused to stands by removal for weighing as
shown by the control.
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3.1.4. Autumn Trial 1990.
A further autumn trial was undertaken in autumn 1990 using only glyphosate at
normal and higher concentrations. Results indicate that the biomass could be
more reliably reduced by nearly two-thirds at these higher concentrations
than the normal application rate; this assumed that the biomasses in each
tank were equal prior to treatment (Table 6). Further attempts at increasing
herbicide concentration to match the ratio of biomass to herbicide during
normal application were not undertaken as this ratio was already twice that
normally applied for full control.
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Table 5. Observation of the state of growth of C. helmsii grown in tanks and
treated with aquatic herbicides',September to December 1988.
Emergent stands
Timeasulam
days
2,4-D dalapon glyphosateHydrogen peroxidecontrol
20100
-2-2g m g m
+4 no change
+10
+20 3% brown
shoots less erect
flattened stems,
reddish
10% dead little
and further
decaying, change
some new
buds
white spots
developing
leaves pale brown and dark
green areas
leaves browdleaves
pinkish, now dead,
submerged sothenew growth
leaves pale
green
.green,
stems
pinkish
no chang
+65 good growth especially submerged some brown some brown tips, no change
shoots tips to remainder healthy
shoots
percentage reduction
in biomass from
control 66 55 51 82 c c•
Submerged stands
Time dichlobenil diquat diquat- Terbutryne Hydrogen peroxide control
days alginate
+4 no change looks looks no change no change no chang
dead unhealthy
looks
dead
+20 leaves dead shoots mainly dead,
tips some buds green,
regrowing ('oily' bacterial
film?)
+10 emerging
stems
reddish
95% brown
some new
shoots
green
little
change
as control
as control
as dontrol
(some reddening
of stems)
as control+65 shoots mainly dead decaying many short
healthy stems green shoots
near surface
percentage reduction
in biomass from
control 66 100 97 48 c 0 c
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3.2 Site survey
A wide geographic and habitat range of sites with Crassula helmsii were
visited to assess their suitability for field control trials (site reports
1-10, see below). During these field surveys C. helmsii was found at a
variety of sites with a wide range of habitat, size of water body, water
depth, water chemistry and flora (Figure 1, Tables 7 and 8). The dominance
achieved at sites was variable but high nutrient and alkaline water sites
were often those most dominated by C. helmsii. The rate of expansion of plant
stands following invasion differed, however, and it was therefore difficult
at some sites to assess the actual date of the initial invasion. It was
apparent that the probability of further spread of the plant at some sites to
adjacent water bodies was high and inevitable without control measures.
Water chemistry. C. helmsil was found to be more dominant over a wide range
of sites with water of medium to high 'potential' productivity, i.e. those
with significant levels of carbonate (Table 7). Plant macro-nutrients were
not in general high but this was probably the result of the growth of water
plants. One site was found to have an elevated salinity level (x 4-7) but
other water plants were present in abundance; however, the water in this
small pond was also the most acidic of the sites.
Flora. The variety of flora at sites at which C. helmsil became dominant,
decreased significantly when the sites were uniform and shallow (0.5 to 1-2 m
in depth, Table 8). C. helmsii did not invade deeper water sites but few
other plants were present. The dominance of C. helmsii was lower in sites
with clay bed or banks but it was apparent that the biomass of other aquatic
plants was similarly low; this may relate to macro-nutrient capture,
especially phosphate, by clay particles.
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Table 8. General flora list with relative abundance of marginal (M) and
aquatic (A) plants within whole site at sites visited for assessment of
suitable sites for field control or as helpful to guidelines
(a — abundant (ie dominant or codominant) c 70%; c = common c 40%;
f — frequent c 20%; o = occasional c 5%; i — infrequent c 1%)
Plant genera Site
	
1 2 3 4 5a 5b 5c 6a 6b 6c 7 8 9 10
MA MA MA MA MA •MA MA MA MA MA MA MA MA MA
Alnus c
Alisma i o f
Apium a f o
Azolla o
Callitriche f if
Carex i
Eleocharis c o o o
Elodea o o f
Epilobium f o i o
Equisetum o
Eupatorium o o
Galium i i o
Glyceria c
Iris f o 0
Juncus i c f f
Lemna if o
Lythrum o i o f
Medicago i
Mentha o i o
Myosotis o
Myriophyllum i
Nuphar o o f
Oenanthe f
Phalaris i
Phragmites f
Potamogeton f o if
Ranunculus i i o if
Rumex i
Salix c if f f if
Solanum o
Sparganium i o
Typha o f c o	 fo oo o o
Urtica i
Viccia i
Other species 4 - - - 7* - 1 1 9 - 5 2 1(3) 2 3 - -
Relative
Abundance of
C. helmsii of fi aa aa aa oi fo of (o)(o)aa - - fo ff
Notes
* see table 10.
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The growthformshown by Crassula helmsli underdifferingconditions.
Dense growth.
-
Free floating 'turlons'
formed In autumn
Floating mat.
Alternative lorrn on
... steep banke
•
Isolated clumpa.
grows as basal
rosette before
shooting upwards
Leaves shown on selectedstems.
Depth




Figure 1. The habit of C. helmsii in relation to water depth based upon forms
found at Site 4, Priors Down Lake, Stalbridge, Dorset 1986-1988.
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Site 1. Pool (Treguddah Gorge), Gunver Head, Padstow, Cornwall.
10.8.88
Owner: Mr A L Olver, Trethillick Farm, Padstow.
Contact: Dr J E Oliver, Lockeridge, Wilts.
First recorded: 1988
A very small pool at the base of a small granite rock face situated one
quarter the way down the shallowly sloping upper part of a gorge through
which an adjacent small stream flowed to the sea. Emergent vegetation
particularly species of Oenanthe, Iris and Apium dominated the outflow of the
pond and the wet slope to the stream; free floating plant were present in the
pool whilst deeper-water emergent plants surrounded it. The water- depth in
the pool was fairly shallow but there was an underlying very deep layer of
decaying vegetation; hydrogen sulphide could be smelt upon disturbance. The
levels of sodium, chloride and conductivity were elevated above normal fresh
waters. This could have resulted from either as a concentration effect
through evaporation or by sea-spray which could be received directly on
north-westerly winds. These levels are approximately equivalent to salinities
of 2.3 ppth., 3.3 ppth. and 1 ppth. respectively and indicate a range from
3% to 9% of average seawater.
Source of plant. Inexplicable.
The plant is unlikely to have been introduced accidentally as the nearest
recorded occurrence is 50 km away. However it is also unlikely to have been
deliberately introduced as it is a long way from nearest houses (2 km) and
not in an area designated of particular biological interest being surrounded
by farm land; there is a National Coast Path within 200 m but this runs
several kilometres from other fresh waters.
Status. Originally thought to be increasing but currently only a
relatively small area exists.
Recommended control. None, monitor annually as interesting slightly
saline pool.
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Site 2. Decoy Pond, Recreation Ground, Newton Abbot, Devon.
10.8.88.
Owner: Teignbridge District Council
Contact: Andrew North, Planning Dept. T.D.C.
First recorded: 1986
A clay pit disused since 1967 and filled with water; it is currently used for
recreational purposes e.g. sailing, diving, fishing, within a local authority
park. Adjacent, to the south west, is an area of particular botanical
interest (SSSI?/Nature Reserve?). The pond itself is c. 4.5 ha in area, oval
in shape with the longer axis north-south; there is a narrow and shallow
marginal zone (2-4 m) which rapidly slopes to a depth of c. 30 m. The
vegetation was observed to be limited to these shallow margins and consisted
of stands of a cultivated variety of water lily and Typha spp in the north
east corner; weed growth was not excessive and no management has been
undertaken. Crassula helmsii was mixed throughout these plants and scattered
around the remaining shallower areas. Another alien aquatic
Myriophyllum aquaticum (formerly referred to as M. brasiliense) was also
present on the west bank by an iron-rich seepage. The conductivity, nitrate
content and hardness were fairly low but the water was not as acidic as
expected from this; a further analysis for cations is necessary. Submerged
vegetation near the slip in particular was covered in a layer of fine
particles probably clays; this may be a result of wind action but would
chemically affect the ion balance of the water. A large quantity of decaying
bread was observed by the boat slip.
Source of plant. The lake is used for many activities and C. helmsii could
have been introduced in many ways eg during stocking with fish, by fishermen
or by transfer of boats etc.; the presence of another alien plant suggests
that it has been planted.
Status. This plant is probably increasing but may be nutrient limited. It is
unlikely to become a general problem but could easily dominate the margins
and therefore control is recommended. The depth to which C. helmsil has
colonized is worth further investigation by divers (local club or IFE).
Recommended control. Herbicides.
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Site 3. Seasonal pond, Higher pond, Corfe Castle, Dorset.
regular visits and 19.9.88.
Owner: National Trust
Contact: A W Jones
First recorded: 1984
A shallow seasonal pond situated adjacent to main Corfe Castle to Swanage
road and on National Trust land. This land is grazed by locally-owned ponies
and horses but is also at the end of the town of Corfe Castle and therefore
has easy access for many people. The maximum water depth in winter is 0.4 m
but the pond dries to <0.1 m or damp ground by late summer. The pond itself
is currently almost totally dominated by C. helmsii although to the south of
its centre there are bushes of Salix spp. There has been a significant
reduction in the numbers of plant species present since the 1930s (-43%) and
again since 1982 (-66%) following the invasion of C. helmsii (Table 9).
Source of plant. A pond with open public access at the southeastern limit of
the town, a direct introduction is likely.
Status. Dominant in both margins and pool.
Recommended control. Removal and on-site composting or shade-material,
followed by herbicide applications.
An open level area parallel to the main road was selected as a site for
comparative herbicide field trials on emergent stands.
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Table 9. A comparison of aquatic bank and submerged flora for Higher
Pond, Corfe, before and after invasion by C. helmsii (1936 by R. Good; 1982 -
part of list A.E. Newton & I. Cross, Dorset Environmental Record Centre
(pers. comm.); 1986 - F.H. Dawson & E. Warman)
Higher Pond, Corfe
1936 1982 1986
Alisma plantago-aquatica
Anagallis tenuis
Apium nodlflorum
Baldellia ranunculoides x x x?
Callitriche agg.
C. obtusangula
C. stagnalis
Caltha palustris
Equisetum palustre
Glyceria fluitans
Groenlandia densa x?
Hydrocotyle vulgaris
Hypericum eloides
Juncus articulata
J. bufonius
J. bulbosus
J. effusus
Lemna minor
Lythrum portula
Mentha aquatica
Menyanthes trifoliatus
Potamogeton natans x?
P. polygonifolius
Ranunculus aquatilis x?
R. flammula
R. hederaceus x?
Sparganium erectum
Sphagnum spp
Triglochin palustris L.
Typha spp.
Veronica anagallis-aquatica
	
21 12 7 (12?)
100 51 33-57
-49
-66?
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Site 4. small lake, Priors Down, Stalbridge, Dorset.
regular visits since 1986 and 1.11.88 and subsequently for
herbicide field trial assessments
Owner and contact: N.G. Robinson of Priors Down
First recorded: 1985 but known to exist since 1976
A 1 ha artificial fishing lake with two ornamental islands and clay lined; it
was constructed in 1970s. Although the average depth is c. 2 m, there are
areas of the lake which are relatively shallow c. 1-1.5 m and others which
are c. 3 m in depth. Three quarters of the margins are steep sided whereas
the remainder are shallow sloped and vegetated by Phragmites and Typha. A
variety of forms of C. helmsii have been found at this site (Figure 1)
(Dawson and Warman 1987). Apart from rain, the source of water was drainage
from an adjacent wooded area. The chemistry of the water was approximately
half the alkalinity of local waters; plant nutrients were generally low
despite the presence of tens of Canada geese but this may be related to the
year-round presence of C. helmsil with the associated continuous uptake of
nutrients (and clays in suspension?).
Source of plant. Not known but may have been introduced with aquatic plants
into an adjacent ornamental pond and escaped to the main pool. Elodea spp.
had previously been the dominant species but within 18 months of the initial
appearance of C. helmsii it had become the dominant species. A regular and
continual programme of management by both physical and herbicide techniques
have not controlled C. helmsii at this site.
Status. Dominant in both margins and pool; the use of herbicides at less
than recommended overall levels is considered to have resulted in maintaining
the dominance of C. helmsii and not its eradication.
Recommended control. Intensive herbicide control programme with shade-
material in shallow marginal areas. Replanting with less vigorous species is
probably desirable.
The open bay to the north was selected as a site for comparative herbicide
trials on submerged stands and the margins of the east end of the lake were
used for trials on emergent growth.
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Area 5. Lakes and ponds within the New Forest and its perambulation,
Hampshire.
Owner: under control of the Verderers of the New Forest and the
Forestry Commission.
Contact: Andrew Byfield, Nature Conservancy Council, County
Officer for mid and north Hampshire.
Background. The Forestry Commission has accepted the principle of using
chemical control for Crassula helmsii, provided that areas were temporarily
fenced, but required that alternative methods be tested first.
Trials on
mechanical removal were resisted because it was ineffective, labour-
intensive and if the material was not composted on site then there was a high
risk of further spread of the plant;
use of a flame thrower-by NCC was monitored and assessed;
the use of shade material was advocated wherever possible, but in view of
its non-aesthetic appearance, the time required for effective control and the
perceived need to fence off areas to avoid problems with grazing ponies, the
technique was rejected.
(Subsequently some herbicide trials are believed to have been undertaken.)
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Site 5a. Mockbeggar pond, Ibsley, Ringwood (on west margin of New Forest).
regular visits since 1986 and control trial on 20.8.88 with
subsequent assessments for assessment of control.
Owner: at cottage, adjacent Ibsley Garage, Ibsley.
Contact: above and also Mr P Webster, Nut tree Cottage,
Mockbeggar Lane, Ibsley.
First recorded: 1982 but probably much earlier.
A shallow drying pond of 0.1 ha at the corner of open field grazed mainly by
ponies, but shaded by trees to the North and East sides. •The pond was last
dredged to base gravel in mid-1970's and a small central island was formed;
the bed is overlain by a thin layer of organic mud. In winter the maximum
depth of the water is 1.2 m but it can dry to only 0.6 m in late summer. The
pond and its broad margins are almost totally dominated by C. helmsii which
grows in a variety of forms related to water depth or drying (see Figure 1).
The flora includes Ranunculus flammula and occasional agricultural weeds.
Source of the plant. Not known but the site has open access and is well-
visited. It could have been transferred from (and to) adjacent well ditches
and ponds by ponies etc.
Status: totally dominated at all seasons by C. helmsii.
Recommended control. Shade material eg rick sheet secured by pegs to the
ground or by ropes through the eyelets.
Control Trials. Control of the plant around the drying pond margins was
attempted in August 1988 by NCC staff using three-burner gas flame-throwers.
Based upon the work rate achieved (1 m2 in 5 min.), it was estimated that 3
person-weeks of effort would be required which, in addition to the gas used,
would make a cost of £1000-1500 for this pond; this equates to £10-15 000 per
hectare at direct cost. The rapid regrowth of unburned lower shoots (assisted
by release of nutrients from the ash?) together with the adventitious spread
of stems across the moist mud led to the 'fired' areas becoming latticed by
regrowing stems within a month. This method of control for marginal areas was
not considered further as it was not possible in practice to kill stems
buried in the moist mud particularly at the bottom of hoof marks.
Mockbeggar Lake - a former airfield site from which gravel had been
extensively removed. Crassula helmsii was found in the N.E. corner (the
closest to Mockbeggar pond) in shallow sloping margins. Other vegetation
includes Elodea nuttallii with species of Menthe, Lycopus, Alisma, Juncus and
Potamogeton growing on the gravel substratum.
[Contact: Patrick Webster, at Mockbeggar, Ringwood 4722079.]
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Site 5b. Little Hatchet Pond, East Boldre
regular visits since 1986 and 4.8.88
Owner
Contact: A. Byfield, NCC Lyndhurst, New Forest
First recorded 1978
Pond with adjacent shallow pools and wet depressions within a sunken area
formerly a site of gravel extraction (?) and bounded by a triangle of minor
roads raised on gorse-covered banks. The main pond c. 0.1 ha is open and has
shallow wet margins with the rare plants Ludwigla palustris, Callum debile,
Pilularia globulifera, Cicendia flliformis, Illecebrum verticillatum and
other less common species such as Littorella uniflora, Eleocharis
acicularis, Baldellia ranunculoides, Apium inundatum, Menyanthes trifoliate
and Hypericum elodes; in deeper areas of the pond, (c. 1 m) stands of Nuphar
are common. The substratum is mainly soft organic silts and muds, the margins
show signs of trampling by ponies over the last 3 years. Crassula helmsii
has gradually spread from the main pool to other areas in a sporadic manner.
Source of the plant: unknown but other aquatic plants have been introduced
into ponds in this area e.g. Pontederia and the northern Floating Bur-reed
Sparganium angustifolium.
Status: increasing despite control attempts and it is considered to be in
direct competition with the rare Callum debile, but C. helms!! could
out-compete many other species especially Ludwigia palustris, if the nutrient
status became higher.
Recommended control. Attempts had previously been made to control
C. helmsii by rolling up the plant stands as a carpet. This material was
then composted on raised areas up to 1.3 m above the water level but although
this was successful in reducing bulk, there were many shoots still growing
from the top of the heaps even after many months. There was unfortunately
regrowth from fragments of C. helms!! which remained in the margins.
Shading material applied in autumn combined with restricting all access co
the site may be the only acceptable moderation of the growth of C. helmsii at
this site. Trials on the use of the recommended herbicides may also need to
be conducted in parallel to this.
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Site 5c. gravel pit lake, Holmesley Nature Reserve, near Bransgore
visited 8.8.88 (and subsequently for herbicide trials)
Owner: Hampshire and Isle of Wight Naturalists Trust Ltd (?)
Contact: R. Tyler, Field Officer, Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Naturalists Trust Ltd, Romsey, Hants
A shallow lake of c. 3 ha, formerly the site of gravel extraction and in
which islands have been constructed to encourage nesting of water birds.
Crassula helmsil has spread rapidly around the shallow and drying margins to
form a sparse to dense short turf particularly on the south margins and the
bay to the south west. It is the dominant vegetation in most of the gently
sloping stony or sandy margins, but is currently less common on the steeper
banks and amongst the tall emergent plants; the sandy central regions of the
lake are dominated by Potamogeton spp. and filamentous algae. A variety of
other aquatic vegetation was present including to the south Lycopus
europaeus, Lythrum portula, Potentilla anserina, Epilobium hirsutum; Alisma
plantago-aquatica, Lysimachia vulgaris, Typha angustifolia, T. latifolia and
Juncus spp.; to the west a large stand of Typha together with C. helmsii both
amongst it and in the adjacent water; in the main lake species of
Myriophyllum, Chara, Littorella (?) and Ranunculus; in the north, meadows
were vegetated by different but near- featureless plants including Eleocharis
acicularis (?), and on the margins small broad leaved•willow (S. caprea?),
Gorse with Solarium dulcameria.
In addition, a local botanist and vice-county recorder, R.P. Bowman reports
Typha glauca, Eleocharis palustris, Apium inundatum, A. nodiflorum, Menthe
aquatica, Nasturtium officinale, Potamogeton natans, P. berchtoldii,
Sparganium emersum and R. Tyler, Hampshire & Isle of Wight Naturalists Trust,
also reports Littorella uniflora.
Source of plant. unknown; the site is just outside the New Forest
Perambulation zone and is not open to grazing.
Status: widespread and increasing to new wet areas (1-3 per year).
Recommended control: The nutrient concentrations were low which, combined
with the relatively small amount of organic silts (except in the south west),
suggest that dense stands of C. helmsil are unlikely to develop. However, the
plant is likely to increase and become the dominant plant in the population.
Control of the plant in the south and south west margin of the lake has been
attempted firstly by manual removal and twice subsequently using glyphosate
(1987, 1988) but the plant has always regrown and is spreading.
An area to the south east of this site was selected for comparative herbicide
field trials and for a follow-up large-scale trial.
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Area 6. Ponds on the Isle of Wight
Background. Ponds at the west end of the island have been reported verbally
as the site of another introduction of the plant possibly in association with
sheep imports from Australia, also around the 1920's. However, the presence
of the plant at the earliest site on the island was only confirmed in 1965.
The plant was reported growing in drainage channels and in the River East Yar
at the east end of the island but these sites were not located.
Site 6a. Small pond, Marsh Farm House, Newtown
Owner and contact: Mr & Mrs Seabrook
First recorded 1965 but could have been present since 1930's
A small nutrient-rich shaded pond formerly a stock-watering pond near a
former farmhouse. Crassula helmsii was seen together with other plants
introduced to the pond including Stratiotes, Menyanthes and Nuphar. The water
level was maintained high during summer by the addition of chalk rich top
water. C. helmsil was seen to be growing abundantly and required regular
control to reduce its invasion of the pond.
An adjacent site, a pond in an adjoining field and from which the plant had
previously been reported, was dry.
Source of plant: as above.
Status: the plant is regularly controlled by hand but could rapidly
increase. There is an estuarine nature reserve within 300 m but without
stream or ditches leading to it.
Recommended control: none, if present owner remains and no biota is
transferred from the pool; otherwise herbicide control. The adjacent area
must be regularly monitored for spread of the plant; the site is however
within an area suitable for study of the plant's invasion of estuaries.
[Contact: Nature Reserve Warden, Richard Grogan, for access to reserve and
especially Brickfield and East Point]
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Site 6b. Pond, Army Range, Locksgreen, Newtown
Owner: Ministry of Defence
Contact: T.G. Rolf, Range Warden
First recorded 1985
A small lunate pond excavated in c. 1984. Crassula helmsii had been found to
be increasing in the margins amongst Typha but had recently been removed by
mechanical scraper and dumped near banks of estuary (c. 10 m). It was advised
that light should be excluded from the fragments of plant remaining viable
and that the site be monitored for signs of regrowth.
A wet scrape dug for amphibians, in an adjacent wood but very close to the
estuary was found to be dominated by a short emergent turf of C. helmsli.
• Source of plant: not known, but could have been introduced with other native
aquatic plants when pond was 'planted'. The scrape in the wood is of concern
and indicates the ease of transfer within adjacent wetland sites.
Control: shade material suggested as trust managers want to avoid
herbicides.
Site 6c. Pond, Shanklin and Sandown Golf Club, Sandown
Owner: Shanklin and Sandown Golf Club
Contact: G.A. Wormold, Club Secretary/Manager
First recorded: 1976
A former turbine-pump balancing-pond richly vegetated with many aquatics
including Potamogeton natans, Menyanthes, Stratiotes and Equisetum in water
and surrounded by Typha and grasses on the banks. Crassula helmsii was noted
as beginning to spread and thicken along one margin in association with
Hydrocotyle.
Source of plant: not known.
Status: apparently increasing but reported as present for a decade; the
extent of management of the pond was not investigated.
Recommended control: herbicide.
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Site 7. Trout pond and others, Fingeringhoe Wick Nature Reserve
visited 21.6.88
Owner: The Essex Naturalists' Trust Ltd, Fingeringhoe, Colchester
Contact: Chris Miles
First recorded 1976
(i) Trout Pool (0.3 ha) a small shaded lake of interest for its dragonflies
was dominated (90% cover) by Crassula helmsii as rooted stands in the
c .1.2 m of water to emergent stands just above the water level. One stand of
Typha angustifolia (?) was present at one margin but this was co-dominated by
a large floating mat of C. helmsii, whilst in the water there were occasional
stands of Myriophyllum spicatum (1%), and filamentous algal mats. Species of
Juncus and Carex previously dominated the margins.
(ii) Adjacent connecting ponds also contained stands of C.helmsii the
largest 'main lake' of which was deeper than Trout Pool and still contained
many other species. A small pool surrounded by trees, was found to have a
dense raised emergent mound of C. helmsli growing in the central less shaded
area in the moist conditions.
Source of plant not known; initially noted following the drying down of pool
in 1976.
Status: dominant. This site has previously been hand-cleared (1986) and
supposedly totally removed but regrowth was rapid.
Recommended control: shade material, but in view of the concern it was
proposed as a site for comparative herbicide trials, using only some of
approved herbicides (Appendix V). This was rejected by Conservation Committee
on grounds that their 'show piece' site should not be used for experiments
until proven elsewhere.
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Site 8. Small pond, Ynyslas Dunes, Dyfi National Nature Reserve,
River Dovey Estuary
Visited 23.8.1988
Owner: NCC
Contact: Paul Burnham, Reserve Warden
First recorded 1986
Paul Burnham reports:
'Crassula helmsii was found growing in 1986 in a small •pond (and later in
adjacent ditches), approximately 18 m x 6 m, situated in the eastern dune
slacks. This pond had been excavated in 1978 to retain an area of open water
during the summer period. In the winter months the pond fills with water and
joins up with the flooded dune slacks creating a potentially larger area for
the plant to colonize.'
Glyphosate was used to spot treat (21.9.87) C. helmsli on the northern bank
of the pond (1-1.5 x 18 m). A month later (19.10.87) and with falling water
levels, a clear division was observable between the dead plant material
previously out of water and that previously in the water; this clear division
did not seem to apply to plants in the shade of willow bushes. Diquat
alginate was then applied (19.10.87) but although much was killed, floating
and viable (?) fragments were still present in the pond. A further treatment
was made in winter which killed almost all the remaining C. helmsii although
very careful examination yielded a few diminutive live shoots.
C. helmsii was effectively controlled in the adjacent ditches by using
weighted sheets of black polythene to cover the plants for several months.
Source of plant unknown, but 11 miles downstream of aquatic centre with
C. helmsii but line of sites near or suggests introduction by man and/or
followed by spread during winter flooding of dune slacks •(theplant is known
to have a tolerance to half sea water).
Status: probably eliminated, but requires monitoring at least still twice
more, Spring 1989, Autumn 1989.
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Site 9. small water supply reservoir, St Peter's Valley, Jersey
visited: 25.10.88
Owner: Jersey New Water Works Co.
Contact: F. Le Sueur of Jersey National Trust
First recorded 1985
An annually drained and dried water-storage supply reservoir of c. 1 ha in
valley with maintained grass banks and surrounded by woods. The marginal
aquatic vegetation is limited to a short turf of aquatic herbs including
Crassula helmsii but also, Lythrum portula, Callitriche stagnalis and Montia
fontana.
Source of plant not known, site downstream of stream site previously
containing C. helmsii which was probably an escape from an ornamental
pond (?).
Status: co-dominant, seem to be controlled by annual drying down of the
reservoir.
Recommended control: extended period of desiccation followed by use of shade
fabric to avoid herbicide contamination of potable water supply (or take
reservoir out of service and treat with herbicide and flush before re-use as
water supply.
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Site 10. Hoopers Pool, Coverham Enclosure, Coleford, West Gloucestershire
visited 3.10.1989
Owner: Forestry Commission (Site of Biological Interest of
G.T.N.C.).
• Contact: Mrs S Holland, Gloucester Trust for Nature Conservation
M A Wilkinson, ARO Gloucestershire, NCC West Midlands
First recorded: 1983
A small lunate shaped forest pool shaded mainly by oak trees and bushes
of willow.
The aquatic vegetation included Potamogeton natans, Elodea nutalli (?),
Ranunculus flammula and species of Iris, Typha and large a Eleocharis in
addition to C. helmsii which was well distributed within the pond and in
apparently increasing abundance.
Another open clay pond in the area, Jugshole Pool, Broadwell, near
Coleford Dean, also contained a small quantity of C. helmsii in its shallow
margins and Lagarosiphon major in addition to the above species.
Characterization of the water chemistry shows a low level of macro-nutrients
which in combination with the turbid clay water is likely to limit aquatic
plant growth in general.
Source of plant: adjacent school?
Status: increasing and probable source of plant to adjacent sites.•
Recommended control: Initially by use of shade material.
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3.3 Field Control Trials
Field trials on small plots were inconclusive especially in the short drying
turves at Corfe common and Holmesley and the emergent growth at Stalbridge
(Table 10). Stands of Crassula helmsii were, however, killed in the deeper
water trials at the latter site, but it was unclear if movement of the
herbicides in the water had occurred and confused the result by creating a
herbicide 'cocktail' (table 11).
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Table 10. Observation of the state of growth of emergent stands of C. helmsii
at the field herbicide trial sites Corfe Common and Holmesley N.R. September
1988 to April 1989.
Emergent drying turf - Corfe
time herbicide
days asulam 214-D Dalapon glyphosate hydrogen peroxide Control
20 ppm 100 ppm
no 30% 40% 50% dead little scorched no change
change dead dead but new effect
growth
+30 pale shoots regrowing pale shoots regrowing no change
shoots shoots
+105 no difference
+180 no difference, shoots greener in hoof marks than on raised tussocks by .1m
Emergent drying turf - Holmesley
+6 scorch some scorched slight little some no change
lines scorching lines scorching change scorching
yellow 60% pink but tips green
green regrowing
+30 scorch lines some pink stems little no change no change
regrowth brown and some change
dead shoots
+105 many shoots regrowing poor growth little change
+180 all marking sticks removed - but only one small area showing poor growth
(probably glyphosate area)
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Table 11. Observation of the state of growth of submerged and submerged
stands of C. helmsii at the field site Priors Down, Stalbridge, September
1988 to April 1989.
Submerged stands
time herbicide
days dichlobenil diquat diquat-alginate terbutryne hydrogen peroxide control
20 ppm 100 ppm
+20 red brown looks looks nearly little little little no
stems unhealthy dead change change change change
(some scorching)
dead dead many
many live
live floating
floating fragments
fragments
dead, dead
some bed
live clear
rosettes many
on bed floating
patchy live
fragments
+65 little
bottom
growth
+92 bed near
clear
much
floating
debris
little no change no
change change
some
dead
stems?
live roots no change no
some stems change
many
live
fragments
Emergent stands
time herbicide
days asulam 2,4-D
+7
+20 no change
Dalapon glyphosate hydrogen peroxide
20 ppm 100 ppm
browned all over
brown patcheslooks some pale pinkish
Control
no change
unhealthy unhealthy leaves
+92 no change no change little
change
some brown some brown tips
tips, leaves areas of dead
pale leaves
little change little change
no change
•no change
some
frost
damage
+65 no change no change stems
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3.4 Current distribution and expansion rate
Crassula helmsii has rapidly expanded its range in natural and semi-natural
sites across Britain consolidating in the central south east. The plant which
had been found in only a dozen sites by the end of the 1960's increased its
abundance to c. 210 sites by September 1989 and is currently found in c 270
sites (late-1990); this total includes at least 40 nature reserves of varying
status (Appendix II). The rate of invasion of new sites continues to double
about every two years with little sign of any decrease in its rate
(Figure 2, 3 and 4). There is a slight dip for 1988-89 in the histogram of
new sites records,and this follows the effects of a year which included
direct mailing to vice-county recorders, regular exhibitions, pamphlets and
publicity in the various media requesting information and anticipating
records normally delayed. The underlying trend in the cumulative graphs
however shows a continuing near-exponential rise in the linear data and
linear rise in the logarithmic graph assuming that those records attributable
to only decades and not specific years was evenly distributed within those
decades. This data trend suggests that c 1000 sites will be found to have
been invaded by the year 2000 AD.
The true annual rate of increase relies to a major extent on the interest of
botanists and recorders and, there are several factors which must be taken
into account in determining this rate. Factors ensuring that records of the
plant are notified include: the increased interest, particularly in the south
during the 1970's, for a new plant and the associated interest in producing
new vice-county records; concern expressed by particular recorders, and also
pond owners, that the adverse effects of the plant were becoming evident; the
availability of description and drawings for identification; and, the
continuing publicity on the consequences of this plant to various habitats.
Whereas on the negative side: reduced interest following the reporting of the
first and second vice-county occurrences; the perception that invasions were
not as bad as forecast particularly for deeper waters and for those with low
nutrient levels; and, also the false optimism of loss of the plant from sites
following supposed clearance; but also, difficulties of identification and
confusion particularly with Callitriche spp.
Further investigation of records reveals several effects. For example,
although it has been suggested in some reports that C. helmsii has been lost
at some sites, investigation suggests that this is rare. Of the sites
investigated, one pool had been filled in, whereas at another 'loss' resulted
from three herbicide treatments within 12 months. A cautious approach is
considered necessary as this plant has been reported lost from several other
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sites but has recovered and rapidly reinvaded to cover even larger areas than
previously reported. Considerable variation was found in the definition of
occurrence at a 'site' eg from a single small patch to an area of several
hectares with six ponds, a lake and the interconnecting channels; it was
therefore necessary to define presence in a standard manner, thus presence of
the plant in a lkm square was taken as a single occurrence.
Analysis of the types of site invaded indicates that the majority are small
ponds of which about one third may dry-down; the majority of these are
located in agricultural areas although there are many in private estates and
nature reserves (Table 12). Such an analysis does not fully indicate the area
of stands and thus some reservoirs in the south east of England have
extensive areas but due to the large fluctuations in water level these are
not the highest biomass: the latter are to be found in seasonal ponds
particularly in the south (Table 12). No extensive analysis of the water
chemistry of sites invaded has been undertaken although it would appear from
a selection of c 25 sites that biomass is highest in slightly alkaline and
nutrient-rich waters; although the plant grows better than nearly all native
species in all but true acid waters ie.less than pH 5.5. (Table 7).
Following the finding of the first naturalized site in Essex in the mid-1950s
there were several records for deliberate and accidental plantings during the
1960s and early 1970s in various types of pond mainly in the south of England
but with two in Scotland although none in Wales (Figure 2). The plant was not
recorded as becoming naturalized until the late 1970s. Subsequently there
have been two main types of invasion: firstly that of new sites to a region
or super county and secondly more local spread from established sites. This
local or secondary invasion initially seems to take about 5-10 years to
occur. Sites at which such spread is clearly seen include the New Forest in
Hampshire in which c 17 pools of the c 200 potential sites have been invaded
with increasing rapidity in c 25 years. In addition, spread or drift along
the Basingstoke Canal has occurred, as has the transfer around the parks and
commons around Greater London. Aquarists and aquatic plant suppliers have and
continue to supply the plant both directly by name, or indirectly as an
unnamed 'oxygenator', but more importantly passively with many named species
of marsh plants native such as Typha spp.or introductions, eg Myriophyllum
aquatica (M. braziliense), Scirpus zebralus. Observation indicates that other
activities have caused the continued expansion of this plant including human
activities such as associated with nets used for transfer of fish or other
equipment (baskets and boots), emptying aquaria, biologists, pond clearance
and replanting, and also by wildlife including ponies, but also passive drift
along canals and drains.
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Table 12. Occurrence of Crassula helmsii in sites in Britain by (a) rype of
water body and (b) adjacent land use for sites, in the years to mid 1988
(190 sites) and to Nov 1990 (270 sites)
Occurrence by water body
• Percentage occurrence Public
mid '88 mid '90 Access
small ponds (30% temporary or drying) 701 621 * variable
tanks 44 restricted
shallow gravel sand or clay lakes 6 7 variable
large lakes or reservoirs 11 9 open/closed
Linear watercourses near static 5 10 * open
	
Linear watercourses, flowing (or on banks) 5 4 open
damp ground, marsh 1 2 variable
in cultivation 2 2 closed
Occurrence by adjacent land use Percentage occurrence Public
mid '88 mid '90 Access
Nature reserves, SSSIs, etc 15 16 restricted
Natural or semi natural areas ]55 open
Common land (& woodland) 12 open
Parks, estates, country houses, moats ]28 16 restricted
Agricultural land 21 restricted
Private gardens 12 closed
Industrial, extraction of gravel, clay 11 closed
Reservoirs, large tanks 6 closed
Fish & ornamental ponds 4 variable
in cultivation 2 2 closed
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Figure 2. A comparison of the distribution of C. helmsli between the
twenty year period 1970 and 1990, for the British Isles.
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Figure 3. The rate of increase of new occurrences of Crassula helmsii,
with year, to July 1990 in Britain.
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Figure 4. The (a) arithmetic and (b) logarithmic number of actual year of
new occurrences (solid line) of Crassula helmsii in Britain to
July 1990 together with correction for those sites with only
approximate year (dashed lines) eg. as 1980's. The possible rates
of continued new occurrences are indicated by the extrapolation
(bold arrows) on the logarithmic diagram (b).
(key - " notes — approximate date of notes on the presence of
Crassula helmsii published in house journals, see Dawson and
Warman, 1987; " Diagrams — approximate date of publishing of
diagnostic figures of C. helmsli, see above; Irl — First Irish ,
record)
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4. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The objectives of the work reported were to:
investigate a control technique for Crassula helmsil by comparing
herbicides and a herbicidal chemical both in tank and field trials at
suitable selected sites;
synthesize tank and field trials with observations of other control
attempts at sites over a wide geographical and morphological range, to .
produce some guidelines for the control of this plant;
. assess the current status, distribution and increase of this plant in
Britain.
The first objective of comparing the effectiveness of different aquatic
herbicides was successful in tank trials but not in field trials on emergent
stands. Comparison of both untreated emergent and underwater stands showed
that the degree of control varied with herbicide. Underwater stands of
Crassula helmsii were well controlled by diquat and diquat-alginate whereas
emergent stands were only partially susceptible to one herbicide glyphosate.
Hydrogen peroxide was apparently quite effective initially but was limited to
a direct kill or scorching effect. By comparison with the normal
requirements of weed control there are two problems in the attempted
elimination of this plant;
the typical biomass of Crassula helmsii is considerably higher during
the approved application period (eg 17 kg m 2 fresh weight for emergent
growth, Table 6) than normal weeds, thus giving an unusually low ratio of
herbicide to 'weed' biomass, and,
elimination is desired not merely the firm control as required for most
aquatic sites.
These problems are exemplified by the field trials on both drying turves and
emergent stands, in which a single application at the approved dose produced
little significant effect; underwater stands of typically lower biomass were
for more successful. Multiple applications (eg 3 in 15 months) of herbicide
at the approved dose rates seem to be required but this may not be possible
because of the approved application periods and other constraints. The
questions of dose rate and timing have been investigated with tank trials on
glyphosate as part of 'off-label' trials at concentrations up to ten times
the normal maximum dose but these were insufficient to give more than
two-thirds control in a single application. Multiple applications were not
attempted and both this and the effects of the addition of Mixture B, an
approved mixture of two non-ionic surfactants, should be tested in further
tank and field trials if eradication of this plant from nature reserves is to
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be achieved; the plant may in addition be much more resistant than many
others and further comparative trials may be required.
The second objective, to synthesize the results of herbicide tank and field
trials with the variety of requirements and susceptibility of a range of
sites to prevent or moderate the further continuing spread of Crassula
helmsii, indicated that guidelines were required for sites with differing
degrees of dominance or area of site invaded and that some techniques were
ineffective or counter-productive. Manual or mechanical control was an
example of the latter as it led to the increase in the number of viable
fragments within the wet area, loss of local flora and an increase in the
risk of spread to other sites on operators or machinery. The use of flame
throwers was simply ineffective, laborious and expensive. Herbicides should
be applied as effectively as possible on the first application as reduced or
further applications only cause the loss of other more susceptible species
and enhance the dominance of C. helmsii . Application of herbicide in winter
when native species are less common may cause less effect and the natural
seed bank can help to regenerate the local flora. The efficacy of
diquat-alginate has often been suggested as suspect when calcium levels
exceed 10 mg 1- 1 due to competitive action at the cell surface. However no
such effect was observed despite a variety of calcium levels in the trials.
The third objective of assessing the current status and any change, confirm
that the previous assessments and predictions were correct ie the doubling
rate for new sites reported is about every 2 years and the geographic
distribution is increasing particularly for the south east of Britain. The
•current number of sites at which C. helmsii occurs is c. 270, of which 16%
(c. 40 sites) are in nature reserves or BBBIs; there are, also, a number of
sites (c. 18) in close proximity to nature reserves and to which the plant
may spread in the near future. The definition of a site adopted by each
recorder varied but is taken to mean presence within a one kilometre square
in this report. Unfortunately, this definition has included up to seven ponds
or wet areas as a single site in some localities; the number of site
occurrences (c. 270) is therefore an underestimate. The dispersal of the
plant between sites probably occurs by many mechanisms and although
accidental transference with animals or plants (particularly amphibians to
'scrapes') and also directly by animals, was suspected, no convincing
evidence was found. Other mechanisms compatible with the known tolerances and
biology of the plant are likely to include transfer on equipment such as
fishing nets, baskets, boats, boots. Thus it would appear that most British
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British freshwaters are susceptible to invasion by this plant. Preliminary
analysis of data collected in Australia indicates that Britain lies within
the range of requirements for this plant when considered in terms of water
chemistry, rainfall, dryness, altitude, frost and snow conditions, in
addition to which the plant was found in protected estuaries within 0.05-0.lm
above the sea water surface; the interpretation of the latter in a European
context is difficult due to the reduced tidal range in the Southern
Australia. There is an increase in the number of sites with elevated
concentrations of salt and also in the number of sites near or on the banks
of rivers. The extent to which the plant can grow in semi-saline water eg
estuaries, salt marshes etc is not yet established but recent experiments
indicate that shoots will both survive half sea water for some weeks and will
recover from inundation by normal sea water (Dawson, Brock & Henville, in
prep.).
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Recommendations for further work on the control of Crassula helmsii
Improvements in the control of emergent stands of Crassula helmsii either
by using glyphosate in an off-label way or optimizing the concentration of
surfactant additive or to undertake new user trials with the manufacturers of
Glyphosate, to determine appropriate off-label dose rates and
surfactant/adjuvent concentrations. Alternatively, further research to assess
the herbicidal properties and by-products of simple chemical compounds for
use in nature reserves (or by the use of other herbicides) could be
undertaken. The use of hydrogen peroxide in these trials resulted in some
control but this was not fully exploited and further investigation of
'peroxygen' generating compounds, in particular, is suggested.
Undertake or monitor whole site trials using the guidelines to test
efficacy in eliminating C. helmsii from nature reserves and to determine
floristic or faunal changes.
Formulate a strategy for monitoring and controlling the invasion of nature
reserves by introduced plants including C. heimsil to wetlands. This would
involve a study of the secondary or local invasion of sites and could result
in a policy of containment to the South East of England with a policy of
eradication elsewhere. This should reduce the chance of invasion of Scottish
sites to which this plant is seemingly well adapted; the current trend of
increasing eutrophication of freshwater lochs by fish ranching activities,
etc, may well prove an ideal take off point for this plant especially in the
absence of a native flora with both the potential to exist and to take full
advantage of elevated nutrient levels.
Assess the vulnerability of semi-saline reserves (especially estuaries)
to invasion by C. helmsii. Research funded in part by TERF and NERC indicates
that this plant will tolerate saline conditions up to half sea water by a
combination of tolerance and growth strategy.
Produce an advisory leaflet on the biology and control of C. helmsil
with recommendations for notification of new introductions and monitoring.
Organize a central register to collect and collate records of the
presence of C. helmsii and attempts at control.
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5. SUGGESTED PROVISIONAL GUIDELINES FOR THE CONTROL OF Crassula helmsii
Crassula helmsii (Tillaea recurva to the water gardener or aquatic supplier)
is identifiable in the field growing on damp soil near or in water by its
short dense stands and mid- to yellowish-green succulent-like appearance. The
pairs of unstalked opposite leaves (4-24mm) borne on rigid stems which also
bear small white 4-petaled ariel flowers on short stalks singly singly in
their axils in summer. The joining of the leaf bases into a c lmm collar is a
distinctive character and allows the plant to be readily distinguished from
other species, such as, Callitriche spp, especially in their underwater
forms. The leaf shape is simple and varies from a long narrow near-parallel
to very slightly elliptical with sharp or bluntish tip. The leaf tip allows
the underwater form of the plant to be readily distinguished from
Callitriche spp in particular which has notched leaf tips.
Identify and obtain confirmation of the plant together with its associated
flora. Occurrences should be notified to a central register (eg Biological
Record Centre, Monkswood or to F H Dawson, Institute of Freshwater Ecology ).
(Confirmation samples should be dried and stored on herbarium-style sheets.)
Obtain permission for access and control from the owner, discuss control
strategy with local NCC office and inform the local National Rivers Authority
as necessary that herbicidal control is to be undertaken.
Small areas - up to areas of 20 m2 or larger if a drying turf (400 m-2).
Cover with an opaque material eg geotextile, black polythene, rick sheet, old
carpet etc, for 6-10 weeks as soon as possible following identification of
plant. Such material may require to be weighted at corners and elsewhere, to
keep it in position. (or spot treat with herbicides as below)
Medium sized areas - 20 to 1000 m-2
Apply the following herbicides
diquat alginate to water at the rate on the label
(ie 0.5 litre per 100 m2 of Midstream if less than 0.3m in depth
or 1 litre per 100m2 if greater than 0.3m)
at anytime but avoid times when water conditions are turbid.
glyphosate to emergent stands or drying turves at the rate on the label
(ie 5 litres per ha of Roundup, 0.5-2% of Mixture B may also be added)
'when plants are actively growing with a full emergence at the flowering and
up to dieback stage'
Other Approved aquatic herbicides are less or not effective and should be
avoided (asulam, 2,4-D amine, dalapon, dichlobenil and terbutryne).
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Sections of the pond or margins should be enclosed by a fence of fine wire
mesh surrounding an area of about twice that of the plant stand to entrap
pieces of shoot released following herbicide application. The contained area
should be monitored before removal of the fence or reapplication of herbicide
(possibly to a significantly decreased area).
Large areas - greater than 1000 m-2 or 25% of water body as margin or area.
Remove as much C. heimsil to bank as possible, stack and compost under
light proof cover eg rick sheet, 20 cm of soil close to the site
2 do not transport material from affected site.
Apply herbicide, as above.
Monitor 6 monthly and reapply herbicides to (possibly reduced) areas
of regrowth of C. helmsii.
Reintroduce native flora from unaffected part of water body or adjacent
area.
The time of application of the herbicide may be adjusted to suit regrowth of
local flora from rhizomes or seeds. During the autumn, normal application in
accordance with the label is legally acceptable for diquat-alginate but not
after 'mid September' for glyphosate, however, as C. helmsii continues
'active growth' during this period and for the majority of the year 'off label
use' should be considered. Care must be taken to avoid causing the death of
autumn germinating seedlings of some temporary pool plant species which then
rest overwinter before active spring growth.
A balance must also be determined between the use of the more effective
herbicide recommended for underwater use (diquat) versus the reduced
dispersion of that recommended for use on emergent stands of C. helmsii
(glyphosate) during times of maintained high or low water level.
ALL AREAS
Remove fragments from boots and other equipment before leaving a site.
All areas must be carefully monitored by carefully examining several small
areas for developing shoots or small buried rhizomes within the area
previously occupied by the plant and also adjacent areas; this should be
continued at quarterly intervals for up to 5 years following apparent
elimination of C. helmsli.
Note. Pesticides may only legally be applied by operators with an appropriate
certificate of competence (or by persons in their direct control) issued by
the National Proficiency Test Council for Agriculture and Horticulture, under
the Control of Pesticide Regulations, 1986 and in accordance with the
appropriate Code of Practice under Food and Environmental Protection Act
1985, to avoid complications involving ownership and control of the land.
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Figure 5. The preliminary proposal for containing fragments in the
treatment of the smaller areas of C. helmsii in medium- to
large-sized water bodies.
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APPENDIX I
Photocopies of the labels of Approved aquatic herbicides and some product
safety sheets as used in trials.
(appropriate aquatic sections marked by vertical bars)
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Asulox
BRACKEN CONTROL
TIMINO .
Bracken should be treated IN FULL FROND. Spray on a dry day when fronds ere fully
expended, soft end blight green and before the onset ol senescence. Normally this will be
within the period early July to late August toady August in N. Britainl Senescence begins with
the fronds turning a darker green, becoming glossy and hard to the touch with subsequent
bronzing.
	
DIRECTIONS FOR USE •
For bracken control. ASULOX rosy be applied In water with or without "Agrar or In mixture
with"Actipron". These additives Increase the este of uptake of ASULOX by the bracken f rands
thereby improving reliability under adverse climatic conditions. Additives should not be uaed in
forestry situations.
Promotion
lel ASULOX and water: Half lill the spray tank or container with water end then pour in the
required amount of ASULOX. Top up with water then edd "gofer where this Is being used.
Ensure thorough mixing bef ore commencing tO Walk
lb) ASULOX and "Actlpron". Mix ASULOX and "Actiproe thoroughly before filling the
Naryy tank.
Always adjust the sprayer or direct the appliance to give uniform coverage ol the bracken
fronds.
1. HILL LAND. AGRICULTURAL LAND AND NON.CROP
. AREAS
APPLICATION RATES AND METHODS
lil Aerial application by helicopter.
Conventional water based swam
With water end "Agra!". Mix 11 litres of ASULOX with 49 L/ ha water 18 pi with 4
gal/ col and "Aural" at a rale of 100 miner 100/5 of spray solution.
Application can be made with either conventional or Delavan "Raindrop" noutes. -
"Raindrop" nnryles give larger droplets whinh lessen the risk of drift evaporation.
Low volume oil based system:
With water and "Actipron": mix II -litres of ASLULOX with 7 litres of "Actiton" and 2
L/ ha of water IR pt with 5pi and 1 X Wad.
Delavan "Raindrop" nozzles are necessary.
In both cases it is essential to determine swath width before spraying
Ground markertshould be used la aid swath matching.
Heed wing eIrcratt are not recommended for the NVlicatIon of ASULOX to
brycken.
lia Tractor mounted sprayer — use ASULOX at 11 1/ha in 403 to 500 L/ ha ol water. 18 ot
with 35 to 45 galf acb
Hie Hand-operated knapsack sprayer or motorised mist-blower — mia 11 L/ ha of ASULOX
with 50 to 200 Ws ol water. 18 pt with 1½ to 18 galtecl and "Agra!" at the rate of 10
ml per 10 L of spray solution.
Do not use where bracken exceeds waist height, as coverage and ultimately control will
be impaired.
livl Spot treatment with knapsack or hand-lance — mi• 10 pans ASULOX end I pan Agrel
with 1503 pans water I see Guide to Dilution Retest. Apply to the point of runoff.
Extra care is required with lower volume application to ensure coverage is complete and
Ivl Low volume drift-spraying with "Micron .Ulve" — use ASULOX al 11 L/ ha with
"Actipron" at 7 Uha 113pt with 5 pt/act, A total of 18 L/ he 113pt/acl.
Spr•ying Procedure for the "Micron Ulea" •
Spreying with • "Micron Ulva" requires close attention to detail end the method of spraying.
The best results will be obtained when the work is carried out carefully methodically and
accurately_
In order to drift the spray mixture onto the bracken there must be a steady wind of 5 to 25
Am/ hr 13 to 15 mph) over the area to toe sprayed. DO NOT treat when the wind is gusty Or
changeable in direClion. For ease of spraying on sleep hills spray along dm contours.
Therefore, the wind should be blowing up or down the slope.
Accurate marking of the swaths with brightly coloured canes or Hags should be carried out in
every case. if the bracken is dense, it may be necessary to walk along the swath lines before
spraying to establisha relatively Pee Path. •
Start spraying 3 metres 13 yards or 3 paces, inede the downwind edge ol the bracken to be
cleared. Walk through the bracken at tight angles to the wind holding the head of the I'Micron
Ube" approximately one metre above the top of the bracken. The spray head should always
hekl downwind ol the operator with the face away from the operator. The feed bottle
should be held vertical. The operator should walk al 1 metre il yeid Pt I pace) every 3 seconds
when using the grey feed nozzle and 1 metre 11yard or I pearl every 1 IS seconds when using
the green feed nor de.
On reaching ihe far edge of the bracken move 3 metres 13yards or 3 paces) into the wind and
return across the area. Continue spraying in this manner using passes every 3 metres 13 wilds
or 3 paced through the bracken and using the canes of Ilegs es swath markers until ihe see to
be Sprayed has been covered.
	
, Nominal Required Walking Speed TitmT rkyne
Feed Flow Rate using a 3m swath
o oea
N I 1M' t
Colour Iml/secl meues/minute seconds/pace 1 acre 1 hectare 

EFFECT ON SWARD
Some grasses and herbs will be damaged by the lull dose in practice however, the bracken
canopy protects the sward. Any check to ONO species is only temporsry. The (note 'sensitive
species Include Yorkshire-log, Timothy, Cock's-loot, bents, •nnual meadow-mess dairy.
docks, plantains end saxifrage.
EFFECTS ON TREES AND SHRUBS . ,,
.
Most species we unaf lowed however, young specimens of the following may mhibit chlornsis
and a slight chock in growth il sprayed didactic while actively Wowing,'
Beech Grand lit Scots Pine
Birch Japanese latch Bilberry
Corsican pine Norway spruce Gorse
Douglas lir Poplar . Heathers
Elm Sitka spruce.
Mature epecimens of the above, as well es Hawthorn, Hully and Rowan will be unharmed.
Western heinlock and Willows ere mote susceptible and thus should not be spreyud.
2. BRACKEN — IN FORESTRY AREAS
There are three mein situations in which ASULOX may be used in I orestry -
Ill Areas to be used for new plantings should be treated during the summer prior to planting,
and then planted up In accordance with normal practice for the district.
119 In sees to be replanted It S preferable for spraying to be carried out in standing timber
before clearing if clear felling is carried out in the apaing the cleared areas can be soused
in the summer as lor new plantings. However, possible damage to enserging bracken
f rom clear felling operations mey lead to variable longlerm control and some regrowth in
the following year is likely,
Mil Newly-Planted areas. Two methods of use may be employed
The bracken may be "whipped" or cut early in the season and the ASULOX applied in
regrowth later. This el fectively means by the time the spraying is carried out growth has
ceased on most tree species and the risk of any check removed
Alternatively. ASULOX may be applied overall to the undisturbed caimpy.
In either case, due to he relatively insignificant eltect ol ASULOX on the frond growth
during theseason ol application, the bract en will inevitably have to be cut before ON end
of the season to prevent coMpse on to the young trees. An interval of at least f ourteen
days should elapse between spraying and canting-
APPLICATION RATES AND METHODS: FORESTRY ONLY
The rate of ASULOX applfed will depend upon the period of protection or release horn brecken
required No additives are recommended.
li) Tractor mounted sprayer — apply 5 to 10 Uha of ASULOX in 203 to 300 L/ ha of water.
1314 to 7 pl in 20 to 30 gel/ea
Iii) Hand-operated knapsack — aPPly 6 to 10 Li ha ol ASULOX in 90 to 175 LI ha of water
1314 to 7 in in9 to 17 gal/ act
Nil Spot treatment with knepuck or hand-lance — mix 1 part ASULOX with 100 parts wale.
Nee Guide to Dilution Relesi.
liv/ Low volume drif t spraying with the "Micron Ulva" — Nney neat ASULOX at 5 to 10 Li ha
using the red feed-nozzle and walking speed of I pace per second. Use a swath of not
mole then 3 metres wide, or direct the spray cloud over the three lows.
(v) Aerial: helicopter — apply 6 to 10 L/ ha of ASULOX in a total volume, including welts of
55 L/ he 13½ to 7 pt in total volume of 5 gal/eel, Use either Delaven "Rainthop" or
conventional nozzles
Planting Programmes
Pre-planting: Leave bracken undisturbed until it dies back. then plant up in accordance with
normal f orestry practice.
Post-plenting: See IEFFECT ON TREES AND SHRUBSI above. Allow at least 14 days
between application end cuning or clearing bracken hom smell trees.
CAUTIONS
Spray ASULDX et or just before full I fond extension (minimum 3 'pairs' of leaves'l and before
senescence.
Do make sure the bracken is actively growing, light green and sof t to the touch dilute
swaying
Do not apply during or immediately after drought periods or in conditions of high temperature
and low humidity.
The use of the red f eed nozzle for "Micron Ulva" application le restricted to aore.trlf
use whery only bracken supproslon Is required.
The fronds must not be damaged by stock, I rest Of by cutting before treatment. Do not Peat
bracken all feted by late hosts Ibronzed and stunted frondsl.
Herbicidal symptoms are vinually absent in the year ol spraying but in the following season
there is little or no frond re-growth.
Al least 6 weeks should elapse between applying ASULOX •nd sowing or planting any
subsequent MP.
TANK MIXING
The use ol products other than those adjuvants or w [[[[[[ listed I or the various methods of
application is not recommended. -
GUIDE TO DILUTION RATES
	
2.0 22 3 I hour 214 hours
	
4,0 44 1 SS 30 mins 114 houn
FOR BRACKEN 1 PART ASULOX TO 100 PARTS WATER
Grey
Green
A21/17/-2
DO NOT USE the red feed nozzle for non( orestry application—
Note: 1 metre appro.. equals 1 yard or 1 pace
As a check on applications Yr bottle should be emptied in about 913metres or paces.
One full "Micron Ulva" bottle It litre or 1 % pd wet treat approximately 550 square -
moues lowed. 1/19thacre).
Alter use, the feed noula should always be washed out with water to prevent
subsequent blockage.
Batteries lor the "Micron Ulve" should be replaced af ter f ive hours use.
FOLLOW.UP TREATMENTS
Because ol the nature of bracken growth and the dil I iculty of spraying sheltered or
uneven terrain, 100% control N mealy achieved. Any bracken surviving should be
sprayed as sows as it recovers to lull green frond, (which may be the year following
initial application brit mote Ilkely the second year [allowingInitial applicationl.
IF NO FOLLOW-UP TREATMENT OR LAND IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME IS
CARRIED OUT RESPRAYING MAY BE NECESSARY WITHIN 5 YEARS
AFTER CARE
DO NOT cut the bracken or admit stock for at least 14 days after epreying and preferably leave
it undisturbed until late autumn.
In order to qualify I or A.H.G.S. or A.D.G.S. grams it may be necessary to undertake tome
form of altercate involving one or all of lollow-up bracken treatments' liming, fertilizing or
reseeding. The requirements for grant aid very locally therefore contact either your local
A.L1 A.S. ot D.A.F.S. office about anti requirements for gram aid holod2
commencing work.
KNAPSACK SPRAYER
AMOUNT OF SPRAYER AMOUNT OF
ASULOX PER CAPACITY ASULOX PER
FILLING FILLING
ml gal. II. oz.
50 1 I X
70 I SS 2 X
103 2 3 S
120 2 X
200 4
STANDARD SPRAYER WITH HAND-LANCE
SPRAYER AMOUNT OF SPRAYER AMOUNT OF
CAPACITY ASULOX PER CAPACITY ASULOX PER


FILLING
gal
FILLING
Itt
200 2.0 40 3 is
250 2.5 so 4
303 3.0 so


400 4.0 so 6 /I
500 5.0 too


SPRAYER
CAPACITY
5
7
10
12
20
52
DOCK CONTROL (broad-leaved and curlad)
()wits lawnd leavial and clam°
1 w resells al...Ilea umalashed docks, twat when Mu plants ar• actively wowing and in
lull hal bus Imluie ally sines el viipa, ou,ic oil Ilowo sirIus. I lcutii.iw. granny or poaching has
101011 Wilco, the decksMal be allowod to agave: aelequale lologo itoloro ASULOX it applied
an as to tinsum mo A SULOX is cumpletsly absorbed /MD Hal plaid sysium. DO NOT graw Or
mous Ita ai least OIKI wait idler slesSille.
APPLICATION RATES, METHODS AND TIMING
Crops Method 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Preparation
Hall Id Ilia spray tank to COnlailiel Wale wale, and Then woo ill the moncell .51011111
ASULOX. Top Lip WWI wale, flame ihurough Memel Hiked s'eleillsle'llks WI 0,1110
Always adios' ilia spray mad One or Mum Thu appliance lid 01011 UI i,l 11111Hiltelade 41 Ifia
of Ow ducks
Timing
Permanent pasture and establishedlays.
IDo nut nem wasland ur lays in am year of
establishmuna
STANDARD CROP SPRAYER: Apply 2.11 Whe
ASULOX ii, 2031/ha of water 12 pl in 18
gal/scI.
Take call Mal The swayed swaths do not ovedap.
KNAPSACK SPRAYER15pol Palmeri° -- Sea
Guida II) Wallah Rains.
Use a standard dilution al I pair ASULOX in
200 pans of wan. Avoid swaying to "run WI".
Apply ASULOX bemoan April yind Suplember plovalmo Ow docks me oi lIds ing tioll
ate IN FULL LEAF and when grassland manageolunt minims lbw. Lefinsl
Treal Taloa the lloweiing shoots amarytioi mow Mein ull 411.0 mho the holy
re-growth_
Light In tttttt Ions of seanTlywslalishod docks.
A single applicasion ol ASULOX may be suflicwill.
Heavy w long •tablished inhalations ol docks.
TWO SPRAYS ale Tecommended.
There may be some recovery of docks Thai thu fSst taLlanelli Ills intelval beitvuon
the lat and ascend splay, must be at least 10 MONTHS. Always cyan cm tn. soya
treatment in The liaison lollowing the >Maltreatment.
Hayfields As above, lito not us• ASULOK baw• mowing 1or hay.
ASULOX awl nal Mama aim properitis to hay. I limey. Thule ina
10S4 ot bulk due itt cordial el Illy dalles and the ph,anoe ul 5011511150Wass secs,.
Tfiese include Berns IAIHOSIIS spill. meadow wass IPTia Yoi 1511110 Tog eh:Cloud
soluwassIllulcus sopa arid Om Blum] was. IMunitly sop'
Silage lays As Maya. Sway fields deslined To/ sage prIMUCti011 within 7 to 10 days prior To a col onhava
the culling dateIanbe wedatermined with acculacy. II nut. sway 3 watt s dal Ulu
final cut. Having allcavud aduquale winMall 111me docks, tint in ally dciii ma Imo
Than mid.AUWISI. This avoids low ol bulk oil Iraaled waves which ...ma iv 1111a
cutting were delayed until af ler splaying, w allsrrla lively avoids ywaid *Goyim map
spraying mo soon at ler cutting lot soaps.
Established uichardslApple. Pear. Plum.
Chewy/.
Established Blackoutrams and Hopi.
ASULON as a dilealsa spray around the base
ol ale plants whom ailment adjacent to a
coop is required.
Do not treat blacautiant callings, hop set. or
'weak' UN.
Roadside verde), waste monad, amenity areas
Including line MIL
STANDARD CHOP SPRAYER: Apply 4.2 Lilia
ASULOX i,r NM To elW LylIni uf WOW 13 pi in 18
so 76 thiliach
KNAPSACK SPRAYER or Sontlaul Crop Sprayer
Tilled with hand-lame allachinunt ISeu Guide
so Dilulion Rama:
um a slandard minden oil pars of ASULOX lo 200
1)411501waler. Avoid swaying to "iunailr.
Apply ASULOX al any lime between April anci Setambet Weeklong Hodduala. ape
growing web and are in FULL-LEAF Inui lloweliTiol. Always alluwal least 7 wool>
betweenmowing and applkation. Do nui mow until une week ha> elapsed aim
soloing.
Grassus may Le lemmata manluth bui vury few latiatl leaved Planis letwad aio
are ullected.
EFFECT ON GRASSES AND CLOVERS
Esiall11511011 Tye awaits tam wittily lao nemed wig, ASULOX. WIlml ASULOX is usad on bums.
fewma, meadow wawa and Ti llll illy Wear ds, with or without rye grasses, yelluwIng limy
tir and Temporary chuck in growth. C.IIIVU.Inos and YolkWire log may be severely
chockm1 Latabtalial clovers are Illadlically lalalleoird by ASULOX but seedlings may Ls .
tionmad.
GUIDE TO DILUTION RATES
FOB DOCKS — 1 PART ASULOX TO 207 PARIS wawi
SPRAYER AMOUNT OF SPRAYER
CAPACITY ASULOX PER CAVACO 'V
FILLING
rn1 041
KNAPSACK SPRAYIM
AMOUN1 RI
ASUL UX PIN
FR I INC
II to
6 25
7 35
10 60
12 60
20 100
Ii
134
h2 h 3
4
SPRAYERAMOUNT OF
CAPACITYASULOX PER
FILLING
STANDARD SPRAYER WIT H HAND LANCE
SPRAYERAMOUNT OF
CAPACITYASULUX PER
FILLING
PI
GRASSLAND MANAGEMENT
Pa malty Allow a I IsCal/ely 01 3 weeks oi more bemoan wading or Mowing and application of
ASULUX.
Post spay: DO NOT GRAZE OR MOW UNTIL AT LEAST ONE WEEK AFTER SPRAYING to
allow The herbicide so be Translocaled to the duck rows.
PROVIDED DOCKS ARE IN THE CORRECT STAGE FOR SPRAY TREATMENT las described
Mama ASULOX application may be best integrated IIHOI management systems in the
lullassing ways:-
SYSTEM WHEN TO TREAT
Geneeal spawns TREAT AT ANY TIME BETWEEN
April AND Sepiembur,
Cluse mowing is advisable awl
moot removal. Thrw mocks
below spraying.
Hu stuckino may commence
sewn days abut Tralliall.
Intensive sysions
or
lil >inlaid% t annul lIt
or
fie •4 *mks'
AS ABOVE
SPRAY IN LATE SUMMER
1 MAI PADDOCKS DES1 !NED
f (III SILAGE la Maori
Sdaue SPRAY Li, Id DAYS Ulf ORE
CU I TING Iva wily if dahl
Id Ceiling can lie piedinvonined
Or SPRAY 11011.1: WI LIS Al 1 T IR
CUI I INO
so Slat AY IN I Alf SOMME a
SPRAY 1111111 WI KS AI TEII
MOWING
On SPRAY IN I A II STIMMER
;Mier dm llilriis Ipinahminu
has andol
FOLLOWING CROPS
Ar Mat 5 woo/s shunkl elapse hetwww applying ASULOX al id Sewing IC efillielle any
auailumit mop
TANK MIXING
ASUI OX when applied Mr dock rumwl may hu applied as a lank mo wall Thu following f to
am Imola 01 otlue, filuad Hawed Heads.
Al all TUX 50• ASULOX Ito tomtit ciamintl


MOM' • AbUL OX weeping ilustm plantains
IFIUPOTOX PLUS I ASULOX
COMPITOX EXTRA I ASULOX To controlchickweed
nu: ll mow ASULOX
Approved foimulailuns
Nide Only 11•1011010X PLUS I ASULOX is sale foe usa on to 

203 1.0 40
260 1.25 60 2
300 60 7 hi
407 /0 03 31.
500 2 5 100
CAUTIONS
 
Waco iatiwon io 'meant In a Treated paslUle, This poisonous wawa may Lemma mow
patalable to wading livesTock. They should be denied access 10 Heated anias lur di loam To 6
weeks or unlit Ihe mama has died and buctuneunpalalable.
Do not tiem docks during the wimel Toonals. Tx. Ocuthel 10 Malch Mammy do noT uvai
once Ole flawelind Item aim Ts m enwia oi all ho Ifilweeng stage.
The action ol ASULOX Ugainsi ducks is ndaTively slow. fbi Licata! .WT9101111 ale yellunala ill
the Sara and any segrowilos Ted and dimar hid. humidly time symptoms silo
3 weeks altar lrestment, and Ow hall effect may noT become Liniment mug 6 anuidlis la lor
If ovehwasIng es poaching takes place Mum irealliena Wavy inhailalmns al dusk sec-ahoy
can occur. They are susceplan to ASUIOX.
PRECAUTIONS
 
WASH IIANDS Mamemeals and alter viva.
KEEP LIVESTOCK OUT ul healed 51114S mall leaden al ally poisonous wow! .
mimeo I, has Mud ana 1.11.10101Munpalatable '
DO NOT CONTAMINATE PONDS, WATERWAYS OR DITCHES wish (ton> ..••• a
container.••
S 1 ORE IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER, Mikity closed in a hde place.
WASH OUT CONTAINER THOROUGHT Y and II1Maal ol sataly
When using a haml Imlay Mu hammy, >alai lll al piccationa should be pialiuml
WASH IIANDS AND EXPOSED SKIN below Moab and Mon
WEAR PROTEC TIVE OVERALLS. !LOUIS ANO GI OYES dallied applIcall00.
DO NUT GREAT IIE SPRAY MIS/
WASH Al L ?RE/TECIWE CLOTHING Thowtimily elite use. wpwaidly Ow maim i.1 glow y
I-;!.7.Z.::'..Itt:::1:::,..'::;;::;:::.'7.;;',:.::::.1 :;::: :: :: :": :. ; r:; i 1 ::1::: .::::t .• 'Lp. 1: '.
aelOILIWILIDOLMENTS
,,,, I' • • •.1mI k, le `I, t511150 • .1. -I,n A 51 ",.1, ',V. 1111,.1• a 'I 1.l• 1,



I'M") /ES
Ileafise Hearn. liefi 11011
GRASS
FOR
GRAZING
GRASS
I oll
CU I TING Rays
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• ••• • ••••• • 10.0a Urns la
DO NOT CONTAMINATE PONDS, WATERWAYS OR DITCHES 'with chemicalcontainer.••
STORE IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER, tightly closed, in a safe place.WASH OUT CONTAINER THOROUGHLY and dispose of safely. •When using a hand lance, the following additional precautions should be practised:WASH HANDS AND EXPOSED SKIN before meals and after work.WEAR PROTECTIVE OVERALLS, BOOTS AND GLOVES during application.DO NOT BREATHE SPRAY MIST.
WASH ALL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING thoroughly after' use, especially the insides of gloves.

This may take several weeks following spraying, depending upon climate conditions and growth stage of the weeds.
• The 'use of ASULOX for the control of bracken,and docks near surface waters has been considered under the PesticidesSafety Precautions Scheme. It has been agreed that, whilst every care should be taken to avoid contamination, the directcontamination of running or standing water, adventitious contamination such as may arise during the normal course ofspraying should offer no harm to operators, to users and consumert of the water, to domestic and farm animals and to wildlife. Before the spraying of such areas is undertaken, the appropriate River Authority Catchment Board, River Purif icationhority or Waterworks Undertaking should be notified.
A rlin 'MAO COW" ITO
or used II
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Contains 4130gper litre (38.%wh..) 2, 4-0 as dirndhyla mine salt
Controls weeds in grassland, cereals
and in water.
FOR USE ONLY AS AN
AGRICULTURAL HERBICIDE
UN No. 3000
MF DATE
EXP DAR
. Y8B
10 litres
PROTECT FROM FROST
'
Harmful
ATLAS INTERLATES Kent DAS I PN
Telephony. Frith (
iL
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CasoronC•SR CasoronG-SR
I1HOW IT WORKSL Casoron G-SR is a broad spectrum granular heibicide containingr 

20% dichlobend. It is aPProved under the Control ol Pesticides
Regulations 19136 tor use in water. it controls a wide lenge of
broad-leaved emergents and most rooted floating and Submerged
species of water weeds.
Aber application to the water surface. Casoron granules sink down
into the mud and disintegrate. The active ingredient is released and
is absorbed by the mud. Once absotbed a is Laken up by the plant
roots causing the death of susceptibleweeds. The dose of Casoron is
thus not :elated to water volume as is the case with cattails other
aquatic herbicides. It is Ws particular mode of action which enables
the comal deatinent of submerged weeds.
L1c2::-:: APIaly by hand. air assisted motorised knapsack or other mechanical
_iHOW TO APPLY
applicators direCti to the water surface or exposed hydrosoil. Care 

should be taken to ensure the even distribution of granules_
Water depth
em feel
Rate
kelha rb'x
300
GOO
900
900+
1
2
3
28'
40
50
25'
37
45
the following recommendation for partial tmeatillent
G-SR should be adopted.
Partial Treatment
The uptake of diChlObenil by roots in the mud makes it possmie ta
achieve localised COM101 of submerged and emergent news Ins Is
of particular value in amenity and recreational water le piuside
example, weed-bee bathing areas. or. in a lishety wee.; nee
'swims'. For the latter a minimum of 20 • 20 nialreS 120 120 riri.61.
suggested.
By ensuring the maintenance of adequate refuge dietIti needed
11511when lying up or spawning arid winch lour die 1.,i+hit ur
aquatic invertebrates, partial treatment eilsules e iir
adequate food Chains with inininitan disruption lir the
habitat. It also enables substantial reductions el ilid Luis!, pi
healment,
Partial treatment is most effective on weeds such ilsIlioporis vulgaris, Myriophylluni app. Puranaagelon full it ii lots
SOP etc. whose root systems within the mud are evtenawe lt rs rci I
effective for the control of detached Of gee floating species sh, .isCeratophyllum demersun I or Leolna spp and n lay I.:a,'"
level of control of Eloclea carudensis whose rout sssielii hdhi
weak and not very extensive.
Although the recommended timing (see below) is in the cu,uPlaalull uti
partial treatment can be made somewhat later. once it can be scan
where localised control is requited As this may then 11Kit:die II osh
of de-oxygenation caused by weed dieibaCk. II IS shs1.0,2.1111e Lii
treat more than 10-20% ol the waterway.It is impracticable to apply this rate to water bodies less Man 1 5
metres (5 feel) in width or GOOmm (2 feel in depth) In shallow and
narrowwaterways use Casoron G
WHERE TO USE
[-_,


Casoron G-SR is intended for use either in still waterbodies such as
ponds, lakes and reservoirs. or in sluggishly flowing water courses —
drains. ditches etC — providing the How rale does not ericeod 90
MOO CSthOur (25cnYlOsec). Casolon G-Sn is not recommended in
faster flowing water unless the bow can be stopped lot a minimum ol
seven days after application.
Use Midstream for the control of submerged aquatic weeds in flowing
water.
If fish are known to be present in a waterbody intended for treatment,
WEEDS CONTROLLED
Susceptible
Sub. Cal/nacho slagnalis
Sub. Ceralophyllum dentersum
Jug. Chad
Sub, ElOdedcanadensis
Ent. EqUiSelurn
Ent. Equiselum palusue
Sub. Fonlanalis antippelica
Ern. Glyceria Ilurtans
Ern. Hippurisvulgaris
Fl. Hydrocharis Inorsus-rande
Sub Hotionia palustris
CommonWater star...it
Rigid llornwur I
Stonewuit
Canadian W.Ilehst.e11
Water llorseturr
Mar y1111015,1...I
Willow Muss
Floating Sweet glass
Mare's cad
Hogbit
Water sioler
8
Ur/
	 1
fic-1
WHEN TO USE
Apply early in spring as soon as active weed growth commences
usually in Match to May. Das overcomes the Mehl etal of READ THE LABEL BEFORE YOU B(N. USE PESTICIDES SAFELY
Sub. Lemma trisulca
Sub, Myriophyllum sPP
Sub. Poramoselon crispus
Sub. Poramogeron pectinalus
Sub. Ranunculus SPP
Em. Rumex hytholapathum
Ens. Sagarana sagardolta
Fl. Slraliows abodes.
Sub. Zaruchellia palustris
Moderately Susceptible
Ern. Alisma plantago-aquarica
Ens. &arra ereaa
Em. Oenanthe spa
El. Poramogeton nalans
Ern. ROPppa nasturtium•aQUatiCUnt
Ivy.leaved Duckweed
Water-milloils
Culled Pondweed
Fennel Pondweed
Water-crowfoots
Wale:Dock
Mowhead
Water-soldier
Horned Pondweed
Water-plantain
Lesser Miler-parsnip
Water DICIpwOOS
Broad-leaved Pondweed
Water-ciess
Moderately Resistant
Fl. Nuphar /urea Yellow Water-lily
FE Nympluea alba White Winer-Illy
Fl. Polygonum amphibium Amphibious Bistort
Sub. Poramogeton tuccos Shining Pondweed
Ent Spargamunt creclunt Blanched Lim reed
Resistant
Em. anonius umbel/rays Flowelingaush
Eni. Cardu pa/users MarilLinangola(M. CVO sle) Sedges
FM. Ins pseudaconis Yellow Ins
E111. JOIICUS erlusu.5 Soll fills11
El. Leirma minor Cominoil Duckweed
Fin. Pnelaris arundinacea Peed Canarygiass
Ens. Rwagnutes auslralis Common Reed
Dn. Scupus lacUSUIS C0111111011Clubrush
Em. THAI lab lulu Bulrush
Ng. All filamentous algae (colt)
HEY Alg, Algae A. = Floating sup
Ens. - Emergent ales Sub. = Submerged sop
ir, CUILIM areas Limpsplant is:carve ul US laray IS Of ImHollOal 1111.1:1 OW11143011.10(1:Villo:le It 15. IMISCIli Irocal 11.111/1.111sllOuld Is: consolicil St lowlicaLment
subsequent water deosygenanon due tu the-hark uf licaq weed
Stands,
Residual Activity
One application will provide effective CON WI of susceptible InoeLls tor
Bn entire Season.
PACK SIZE
25kg
PRECAUTIONS
WASII VW.IDS before meals and after woik.
DO NOT DUMP WOOS helbiCIde in water or ditch buttonIS
KEEP IN ORIGiNAL CONTAINER, tightly closed. Ill a Sale place
EMPTY CONTAINER COMPLETELY and dispose of sated
DO NOT USE TREATED WAlER fur irrigation purpoesweeks of treatment.
OTHER INFORMATION
I. Application of CasoronG-Silto water May lead to illegal polluiron
Before using in or near watercourses and lakes thereto a lead
and follow the requirements set out in the -Guidelines tor it le Useof Herbicides on Weeds in or neai Wateicourses and Iayes
and consult the appropriate MOE( Authority or Ruse/ P11/111Cj11,11
Board.
'Available from Ministry of Agriculture. FISIICHOS and I voil(PUblICIIIIODS) LiOn House, WillOnOure1 Estair. Alth iek
NOnhUMberldna NE66.
2 Water Authorities in England & Waies and River Purification
Boaids in Scotland nave legal responsibilities ut iitei Ore Cur its .4
of the Pollution Act 1974 If it is intended to treat in ur i war a
leSeniOir Or water which ealier enters a user ol is pall Of Joici
system. die appropriate Water Authority or Rive, Punhcatum
Wald MUM be Consulted before Such beatinem is inade
3 Treated water should nut be used fur urigalion maul I titlas
ulapplication.
4 Keep granules dry before treatment
'Casoron'isa registeredtrademathandProduct olCupturritE, Wee4o. HollandMalsrrearn'is a trademark of ImperialChemical IncIrstnesaC.
ICIProfessional Products, Wool mead House East,
Woolmead Walk, Famham, Surrey.Tel: Farnham (0252)724525
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Product Safety Data Sheet 

Product Name: 'CASORON' GSR
Use: Herbicide (Granules)
Chemical Group: Substituted nitrile
MAFF No: 00451
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE No. (0622) 814777 ANYTIME
ACTIVE INGREDIENT
Common Name: dichlobenil
Chemical Abs Reg No.: 1194-65-6
Chemical Name: 2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile
FORMULATION
A granular product containing 20% w/w dichlobenil.
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Greyish white granules.
Flash point: not applicable
Bulk density: 1.1
Water solubility: Insoluble
GENERAL HAZARD STATEMENT
NONE
PRECAUTIONS (from Product Label)
WASH HANDS before meals and after work.
DO NOT DUMP surplus herbicide in water or ditch bottoms.
KEEP IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER,tightly closed, in a safe place.
EMPTYCONTAINER COMPLETELYand dispose of safely.
DO NOT USETREATEDWATERfor irrigation purposes within TWO weeks of
treatment.
BEFOREUSE read the requirements set out in MAFF 'Guidelines for the use of
herbicides on weeds in or near water courses and lakes', and CONSULT WATER
AUTHORITY.
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Refer to:a) Product label precautions for specific clothing requirements.
b) HSE guidelines on handling of pesticides and protective clothing for use
with pesticides.
February 1990
'Casoron' is a trade mark of Duphar BV, Weesp, Holland
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'Casoron' GSR contd.
FIRST AID
INGESTION
Do not induce vomiting if medical attention can be obtained within a reasonabletime (ie one hour); seek such attention immediately. If not, induce vomiting bytickling the back of the throat.
SKIN
Remove contaminated clothing at once. Thoroughly wash areas of contaminatedskin with plenty of soap and water. Such immediate action is essential to preventskin penetration. If feeling unwell, seek medical attention. Contaminated clothingmust be re-used only after thorough washing.
EYES
If eyes are contaminated they must be washed out immediately by irrigating the eyefor at least 15 minutes. This is done by holding the eye lids openunder a steady, gentle stream of water so as to wash off as much of the contaminantas possible. Seek medical attention after the above procedure has been carriedout.
INHALATION
No adverse effects are likely by this route.
GUIDE TO DOCTOR
If the product is swallowed, symptoms are likely to be non-specific and may includeabdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhoea. No specific antidote. General supportivemeasures only.
STORAGE
Product should be stored in a secure place out of reach of children and pets.
TRANSPORT
Packing Group: Not applicable
IMDG Class/Conveyance Class: Non hazardous for transportProper Shipping Name: Not applicableUN No: Not applicable
PackSize(s):25 kg
No per outer: 1
outers per pallet: 40
EMERGENCY MEASURES
FIRE
If exposed to fire, keep containers cool by spraying with water.Extinguish preferablywith dry agent, foam or water spray. Avoid if possible, the use of water jets.
The information in this Data Sheet is correct at the time of printing.Read the label before you buy: Use pesticides safely
©1988 Imperial Chemical Industries PLC England
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e Agrochemicals •••• Professional Products Product Safety Data Sheet'CASORON GSRTrade Name:
SPILLAGE
If product has entered a water course or sewer or grossly contaminated soil orvegetation in a public place, advise police.
DISPOSAL OF UNWANTED PESTICIDE AND CONTAINERS.Dispose of product concentrate, diluted product and empty containers according tothe 'Code of Practice for the Agricultural and Commercial Horticultural Use ofPesticides' available from MAFEContact the Local Council Authority for advice onthe disposal of pesticide waste or approved pesticide waste disposal contractor.
TOXICITY
The acute oral LD50 to the rat of dichlobenil is greater than 3160 mg/kg.The acute dermal LD50 is 1350 mg/kg.
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REGLONE
Contuns2039 chewer per kr• es danonwee (le 7% vihul
For desiccation of potato haulm, oilseed
rape, laid barley and oats, peas harvested
dry, field beans, clover for seed and water
weed control
FOR USE ONLY AS AN AGRICULTURAL DESICCANT
AND HERBICIDE
Repine' reS uthe mart of the manufacturers Imperial Cleernical Industrie. PLC. Plant Protection Divialon,
Perrino/et. Halanws. Surrey, Tel. D4213-4011.
This product Is approved under ih• Control of Pesticides Regulations 1958
tor use es directed. (MAFF No. 01713).
PRECAUTIONS
General Precautions
WEAR SUITABLE PROTECTIVE GLOVES AND FACE PROTECTION (FACE
SHIELD) when handling the concentrate.
TAKE OFF immediately all contarninated clothing and wash underlying skin.
Wash clothes before re-use.
WHEN USING DO NOT EAT, DRINK OR SMOKE.
WASH CONCENTRATE from skin or eyes immediately.
DO NOT BREATHE SPRAY MIST.
WASH HANDS AND EXPOSED SKIN before meals and alter work.
KEEP AWAY FROM FOOD, DRINK AND ANIMAL FEED1NGSTUFFS.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
KEEP IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER, tightly closed, in a safe place.
WASH OUT CONTAINER THOROUGHLY and dispose of safely.
IF YOU FEEL UNWELL. seek medical advice (show the label where possible).
Precautions Particular to Field Um
HARMFUL TO LIVESTOCK. Keep all livestock out of treated areas for at least 24
hours.
DO NOT FEED treated straw or haulm to livestock within 4 days of spraying.
DO NOT CONTAMINATE PONDS, WATERWAYS AND DITCHES with
chemical or used container.
Precautions Perticular to Aquatic Use
, • _
DO NOT DUMP surplus herbicide in water or ditch bottoms.
00 NOT USE TREATED WATER for human consumption within 24 hours or (or
overhead irrigation within 10 days of treatment.
WASH OUT CONTAINER THOROUGHLY and dispose of safely 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
'REGLONE' acts rapidly and is active on the green parts ol all plants.
Application. Apply through a ground sprayer in good condition. Do oral apply
through mistblowers.
Volume of Water: Use only clean water. Apply 203— 500 litres per hectui it los
20 —50 gallons per acre), use higher volumes for dense goomit
Avoid Spray Drift. Do noi spray in windy conditions.
Accuracy of Spraying: It is essential to spray accurately and to obtain Cumplutu
cover of crop end weeds. Make sure jets are in good condition and that sprayer
boom Is sat high enough to ensure complete coverage.
Use of 'Agra: Add ICOml 'Agra!' per 100 litres 14 II oz per 25 gallunal ul thlu sea
spray. Do not use other welters. DO NOT add 'Aural' for desiccation ot potent
haulm, peas (harvested dry) or water weed control.
RECOMMENDATIONS
POTATO HAULM DESICCATION
Rate of use: 4 litres per hectare (or 3 pints per acrel. Only one application mobs
be made to any one crop.
Volume of Water: 200— 600 litres per hectare I or 20 —50 gallons per tic, el. Use
503 litres par hectare (or 50 gallons per acre) where haulm is dense.
DO NOT ADD 'AGRAL' OR ANY OTHER WETTER OR ADJUVANT.
Timing of Application: Apply when tubers are ihe desired site (10dry COildilions
bee special note belowl. If tubers are to be stored leave 14 days alter spraying tu
allow skins to set. Regrowth may occur if seed crops are desiccated ear ly.
For Best Results: Spray in bright light and low humidity conditions. The ideal
time is mid morning to mid afternoon.
SPECIAL NOTE: Application during or shortly after dry periods. Haulm
destroyers may damage tubers if applied during or shortly after dry periods. Dry
periods are defined m period, when 500 Moisture del icits. calculated by the
MORECS scale, are in excess of 33 El3mm I I Y)—3 V) nI according to sue arid
crop type. (Sea Table below.)
Do not spray when soil is dry. When mist, light rain or heavy dew is present or
Imminent the rlsk of damage I. Increased.
If 13 rnm (4 inch) of lain has fallen or the equivalent amount ol irrigation has
been applied in the previous five days on medium, heavy and organic soils or two
days on sands end light soils and the soil is moist around the tubers any crop may
be sprayed. Any variety can be sprayed but particular care should be taken to add
that the above conditions are observed when spraying drought susceptible
varieties, le Drought Resistance 5 or below on NIAB list or Recommended Potato
Varieties scoring over 5 are less liable to suffer damage
Local soil moisture deficit information is available f rorn your local ICI Plant
Protection Representative.
The Maximum Soil Moisture Deficit I or Sala Spraying (calculated front
MORECS mall-temp potato data on soils of medium available water
capac ty.)
Soil Textural Group*


Crop Type
Early or


Ware•• Seed Carrrriirg
Sands



Very light sods



Light solls 60 mm 35 mm DO NOT
All stony sops (2 m) II % MI USE(Including stony medium and
heavy soils)



Medium soils



Heavy soils 66 mm 50 mm DO NOT
(for stony soils see above) (2% MI 12int USE
Organic soils (over
10% OM) 85 mm 66 nun 50 mm
Pasty soils 13% in) (2% MI 12 in)
Peen



•As given in MAFF Pamphlet 3001 'Soil Texture (85)System'.
the crop is immature or the haulm is very vigorous et the WHO of spraying.
weer ale crapes en early or seed crop.
'UP HARMFUL IF SWALLOWEDIRRITATING TO EYESAND SKIN
KEEP IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
1001 PROTECT FROM FROST
DO NOT RE.USE CONTAINER FOR ANY PURPOSE.
WASH EOUIPMENT THOROUGHLY with water and 'AGRAL' at 50 ml per 100
litres lor 1 II cisper 10 gallons) immediately al ter use.
',Lacer, Uriaathene'.'eurenei am's...nor ...Ina. ether or lie PIMMONSIWell enpvial Client& Industrial PLC, Plani PreinKuon DIMILYI F..
0167/w, iP na2
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DESICCATION OF CROPS BEFORE HARVEST
Will not hasten crop maturity, if used on unripe crops immature seeds with poor •germination and low bushel weight will result.
OILSEED RAPE
Rate ol Use: 3 litres per hectare (or 2 pints per acre) In WO litres of water perhet tare MOgallons pw acre).
Add 'Agrar at 100 ml per 103 1108614floz per 25 gallons) of diluted spray.Timing of Application: when the seed colour at each of the three sections of thestem is as follows:
Top third: More than half of the seed will be green, firm end pliable with a fewearly ripening seeds brown or black in colour.
Middle third: 90% of the seed will be reddish brown to dark brown with a fewseeds black. The remaining 10% will be green, but must be firm and pliable.Bottom third: All the seed will be dark brown to black.This 9 usually 2-3 days later than windrowing would normally have started.In crops which re leaning over, the seeds on the upper side of the stem willmature ahead of those shaded from the sunlight. In this situation, spray when allthe seed In the exposed pods have turned reddish brown to dark brown. Do notwait for all the seeds in the shaded pods to reach this stage of Maturity.DO NOT apply when the crop is Immature or past the recommended stage ofmaturity, Crops at an advanced stage or maturity will have 90% ol the seed blackIn cutout and •(4 shatter wil be rodent in sant nperiinp Kadsat the base sho topol main sterns.
AVOID desiccation with 'Reglone' on thin, standing rape crops and exposedsites. Losses can occur In windy weather between spraying end combining.Normal or heaw leaning crops do not suffer in this way, such crops are ideal fordesiccating with 'floglone.
Harvesting: direct combining can normally begin 7 to 10 days af tar spraying.Check the moisture content of the seed In the standing crop lom the fifth dayal ter treatment using • moisture meter calibrated for oilseed rape.Combine harvesting should convnenca when the seed Is mature, black In colourand with a moisture level Ideally between 12% end 16%.To ensure a sound, clean sample of Geed, the manufacturers' Instructions onsetting-up the combine I or harvesting oilseed rape should always be I ollowed.
LAID BARLEY AND OATS Ifor stock feeding only)
Rate of Use: 2-4 litres per hectare (or 115-3 pints per acre)Use 2 litres (or 1 IS pints) for Common Chickweed.
Use 3 litres (or 2 pints) for cereal re-growth and broadleaved weeds.Use 4 litres (or 3 pints) when Cleaver and Common Couch are dominant,Add 'Agrar at 100 ml per 100 litres (4 fl oz per 26 gallons) of diluted spray.Time of Application: Spray when crop is mature lor combining.'Harvesting: As soon as desiccation hicomplete, normally 4-7 days. A delay inharvesting may result in re-growth of grassweeds.
Treated grain and strew may be safely fed to livestock from 4 days after spraying.
PEAS (HARVESTED DRY)
Rate of Use: 2-3 litres per hectare (or 114-2 pints par acre). Use lower rale onlassdense crops.
DO NOT add 'Agrar or other wetter, as the addition of a welter can causestaining of the peas.
Consult Processorsbefore spraying any peas grown under contract.Time of Application: Spray when crop is mature, le when foliage Is beginning toyellow and the top pods are fleshy, slightly pitted and green or starting to turnyellow. The seed splits If squeezed. The middle pods are pitted and crinkled,yellow and becoming parchment-like In texture. The seed is rubbery, le can besqueezed between finger and thumb without splitting and the bottom pods areyellow/brown, parchment-like (paper thin). The seedsare quite hard.Peas should have moisture content of 45% or less.Harvesting: Direct combining should be carried out 7-10 days al ter applicationas soon as desiccation is complete. Treated haulm may be fed to livestock from 4days after spraying.
FIELD BEANS (for pigeon and animal feed only)
Rate of Use: 3 litres per hectare (or 2 pints par acre).Add 'Agrer et 100 ml per 100 Rues 14II or per 26 gallons) or diluted spray.Timing of Application: Spray when crop la mature to desiccate haulm endweeds.
Harvesting: 4-7 days after spraying.
CLOVER FOR SEED
Rate of Use: 2-3 Litresper hectare (or 1IS -2 pints per acre). Use lower rate onlessdense crops.
Add 'Agra!' at 100Meer 100 litres (4 II oz per 25 gallons) of diluted spray.Time of Application: Red and White Clover for direct combining: Spray whenthe crop Is mature, 2-3 days bet ore expected date of combining. White Clovercombined direct from swath - spray 'fleglone' 1-2 days before cutting.Harvesting: Direct combining: As soon as desiccation Is complete. Delay incombining may result in regrowth. White Clover combined from the swath:Within a lew hours of cutting. Clover straw and trash may be fed to livestockfrom 4 days after spraying.
LINSEED*
Rate of Use: 3 litres in 403 litres of water per hectare 12pints in 40 gal/acrel. Add
'Agrar at 100ml per 100 litres (4 II oz/25 gall of diluted spray.
Timing of Application: When 95% of bolls are brown, ripe and the seeds rattleinside the bolls.
	 Ingt Direct combining can normally begin 7-10 days el ter spraying.Use not approved under the Agricultural Chemicals Approval Scheme.
EVENING PRIMROSE'
Rate of Use: 4 litres in 203-400 litres of water per hectare 13 pints in 20-40gal/acre). Add 'Agra!' at 103 ml per 103 litres 14 fI oz/25 gal) of diluted spray,Generally two sprays are required.
Timing of Application: Splay when the crop is mature to desiccate haulm andweeds. Two sprays may be required 7-14 days apart.Ha 00000Mgt Combining can normally begin 7 -14 days af ter spraying.Use not approved under the Agricultural Chemicals Approval Scheme.
WEED CONTROL IN ROW CROPS
'Regione' may be used In mixtures with 'Gramoxone' 103 to give improvedcontrol I or canaln broadleaved weeds, eg Common Chickweed, Cleavers,Knolgrau and Small Nettle.
Rate of Use: 1.6- 2 litres per hectare 'Reglone' (or 1- I 15 pints par acre) and2-3 litres per hectare 'Gramoxone' 100 for 1B -2 pints per acrel.
Volume of Water: 200- 600 litres per hectare lor 20-60 gallons per acre). Add60 mi 'Agral' per 100 litres (2 II oz per 25 gallons1of diluted spray.Use higher rates if weeds are dense or beyond the seedling stage.
Timing
Overall spraying: Sugar beet, bulbs, vegetable crops before crop emergence ortransplanting.
Nora: On sandy or peat soils allow 3 days between spraying and expected cropemergence or transplanting.
Potatoes: Early-crop up to 10% emergence, main crop up to 40% emergenceprovided no plant Is more than 15 cm (6 In) high.
Do not aPpil aftet emergabbe to crop grue(.r.g IrzKr-cl.bear.bdsee, ur •ertubers or under very hot dry conditions.
Inter-row Spraying: Post crop emergence. Use sprayers designed to preventcontamination of the crop foliage by spray.
Most effective control of weeds is obtained when application is made at theseedling stage. Common Fumitory and Knotgrass should be treated at 1st irueleaf stage. Cleavers when 2 whorls of leaves are present. Wild-oats and volunteercereals from 2 leaf stage.
WATER WEED CONTROL
- - -
'Reglone' may be used for the control of submerged end some floating weeds instill or slow moving water, le less than 90 metres per hour IXO feel per hour).
Rate of Use
Floating and eubmerged weeds and some algae: 50 lines pet hectare ol watersurface per metre depth (1 S'sgallons per acre per foot depth). Main speciescontrolled are Blanket Weed (Oadopheral, Canadian Waterweed. RiijidHornwort, Pondweed app.
25 litres per hectare of water surface per metre depth (V. gallon per aCre per loutdepth) for control of Curled Pondweed, Common Watercrowsluoi. SpikedWater- milloil.
Surface Infestation of Duckweads /Genera spin: Use ) litres per hectare lor 2pints per acre) as a surface spray. Add 'Agral' at 103 ml per 100 hires 14 II or per25 gallons) of diluted spray.
Timing: When weeds are actively growing in late spring and early summer.Blanket weed IC/adoplteral Is best treated before it floats to the surface. Due tothe long growing season I or many watelweeds and recolonisation from Outside,more than one application may be namely in a season.
Method of Application: 'R egione' may be aPplied undiluted or diluted. Forareas or narrow ditches apply at 1 litre 1% pint) every 10 metre II 1 yard) 1111ellialsfrom the bank. For larger areas, injections below the surface by a spray nozzletrailed behind • boat is suitable. Where weed infestation is heavy treat only 'A ulthe total area at any one time, this will minimise the adverse el facts of rapid Mitelidestruction on fish, due to dissolved oxygen depletion by decaying plantsSuccessive sections should be treated at 14-21 day intervals,For similar reasonsdo not treat shallow fish bearing water, during or shortly alterhot weather when dissolved oxygen levelsare likely to be lower.
SPECIAL NOTES
Application of 'flegione' to watercourses may lead to illegal pollution. Belureusing in or near watercourses and lakes read end I ollow the 'Guidelines I or theuse of Herbicides on Weeds in Watercourses and Lakes' published by theMinistry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and consult the appropriate WaterAuthority.
Best reruns will be obtained when water is still or moving at nol more than 90rn/ hour 1303feet per hour).
Muddy Wafer 'Reglone' is inactivated on contact with soil particles, do nottreat muddy water and avoid stirring up mud during treatment.
HOP STRIPPING AND WEED CONTROL*
'Reglone' gives • good kill of hop leaves and basal regrowth of hop shoots andalso controls broad-leaved weeds when present.
Application: High Volume: Use 2.5 to 3.75 litres per 1000 litres water 12 to 3pints/103 gal). Apply at least 1120 litres per hectare 1100 gal/acre/. Use thehigher rate where the shoot regrowth and weeds are especially dense. Do nutapply above the banding-in string (approx. 3-4 feet).
Timing: Apply in July af ter the hops have reached the top wire.
Note*: Do not use 'fleglone' for hop stripping in drought conditions. Whealgrass weeds are also present mixture with 'Gramoxone' 100 will give ellpluvedcontrol. Use a tank mix ol LB to 2.5 litres of both 'Gramoxone' 100and 'Reglumiper 1000 litres of water 11.6 2.0 pints/100 gal).
• Use not approved under the Agricultural Chemicals Approval Scheme.
COMPATIBILITY
'Regions' is compatible with tu-ter W and 'Sanspor' for use in potatoes.
'Regions' is compatible with 'Gramoxone' 100and 'thamonor Fivb lot weed control and with 'Gramoxone' 100 lot hop snipping_
When applying a tank mixture always consult and comply with the recommend,'lions of the partner product.
'0. ie"....e.i.eisheowtoi mow v mxwaxx,x4t.,,u
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Midstream
Contains 100 sj pee %a .07 6% w/69 01666166%0
' vt'rli." ()4`MAFF ICICA1'01348'1/4)if-IL-Al* likairl
-1 Lil/Is aliarna—V-,er:iiad
I Forthe controlof
submerged aquatic weeds
inflowing and44 . iw instill water
HOW IT WORKS
.Midstrearre,a viscous formulation of diquat,
forms gelatinous 'strings' when added to water.
These cling to the foliage of submerged weeds to
enable the control of weeds growing in fast
flowing streams and rivers.
'Midstream' may also be used for the localised
control of weed growth in static or sluggishly flowing
water bodies - i.e. ponds, canals, drainage
channels, etc.
HOW TO APPLY
'Midstream' should be poured undiluted and as
supplied into the spray tank.
DO NOT DILUTE with water, either in the spray tank
or in the original container to remove residual gel.
DO NOT ADD any wetting agent or other adjuvant
DO NOT TANK MIX with any other herbicide.
CONVENTIONAL SPRAY EQUIPMENT CANNOT
BE USED. Use only a Solo Jetpak 425 sprayer
which has been specially modified. These are
available from Claxton Engineering, Skillington,
Grantham, Lincs. Tel. Grantham (0476) 860870.
NO OTHER EQUIPMENT IS SUITABLE.
WATER LESS THAN 30 cm (Itt)IN DEPTH
Apply at the rate of 0.5 litre/100 sq m (15 11oz/
100 sq yds) of water surface. Al this rate, one 5 litre
container will treat 1000 sq m (1200 sq yds).
WATER MORE THAN 30 cm (1f1)IN DEPTH
Apply at the rate of 1 litre/100 sq m (1 5 pints/
100 sq yds) of water surface. At this race, one 5
litre container will treat 500 sq m (600 sq yds)
WHERE TO USE
STILL WATER
As 'Midstream' is formulated to localise the effect
of diquat, only those areas in which weed control
is required need be treated. Apply evenly to the
water surface over the area to be treated. It weed
growth has not reached the water surface the gel
'strings' will sink onto the underlying weed
'Midstream' does not have to be injected
The localised effect of 'Midstream' may be used
to advantage in heavy weed infestations by
successively treating areas of weed at 14-21 day
intervals. This will minimise the adverse effects
on fish of oxygen depletion resulting from plant
decay. For similar reasons, do not treat shallow
fish-bearing waters during or shortly alter hot
weather when dissolved oxygen levels are likely
to be low.
FLOWING WATER
When applied to the water surface, the gel 'strings'
will be carried downstream as they sink Depending
on water velocity, treatment should commence an
appropriate distance upstream of the weeds lobe
treated.
WHEN TO USE
Although 'Midstream' can be applied at any time,
best results are obtained in late spring or early
summer when weeds are actively growing.
'Midstream' is inactivated by mud and
suspended solids and performance is reduced
where plants are covered by mud or epiphytic
algae. Avoid stirring up mud from the lake or river
bed when applying 'Midstream'.
The degree and persistence of control will depend
on the degree of initial kill, the growth habil of the
weed species present and the rate of re-invasion
from untreated areas. Full season control of
susceptible species can generally be expected from
one correctly limed application.
CONTINUED OVERLEAF
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under the Control of Pollution Act 1974 and The
Food and Environment Protection Act 1985.
Use of 'Midstream' in waters not subject to the
above Acts —i e. ponds and lakes NOT
discharging into a water course —is permitted
providing the recommended application rates are
not exceeded.
HARMFUL
IF SWALLOWED
IRRITATING
TO SKIN
PRECAUTIONS
WEAR PROTECTIVE GLOVES AND FACE
SHIELD when handling the product.
TAKE OFF immediately heavily contaminated
clothing and wash underlying skin. Wash clothes
before re-use.
WHEN USING DO NOT EAT, DRINK OR SMOKE.
WASH SPLASHES from skin or eyes immediately.
WASH HANDS AND EXPOSED SKIN belore
meals and alter work.
KEEP AWAY FROM FOOD, DRINK AND ANIMAL
FEEDING STUFFS.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
KEEP IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER, tightly closed. III
a safe place.
EMPTY CONTAINER COMPLETELY and dispose
of safely.
DO NOT RE-USE Ihis container for any purpose.
DO NOT DUMP surplus herbicide or containers in
water or ditch bottoms.
DO NOT USE TREATED WATER for human
consumption within 24 hours or Ior overhead
irrigation within 10 days ol trealmeni.
IF YOU FEEL UNWELL, seek medical advice(show label where possible).
FIRST AID:If swallowed, induce vomiting and take
patient to hospital immediately.
A
Id Professional Products, Woolmead House East, Woolmead
Walk, Farnham, Surrey, Tel: Farnham (0252)724525
'Midstream is a trade mark of Imperial Chemical Indusines PLC
WEEDS CONTROLLED
SUSCEPTIBLE
Callitriche spp — Water-starworts
Ceratophyllum — Rigid Hornwon
demersum
Elodea canadensis — Canadian Waterweed
Myriophyllum spicatum — Spiked Water-milloil
Potamogeton crispus — Curled Pondweed
Ranunculus spp —Water-crowfoots
Zannichellia paluslris — Horned Pondweed
MODERATELY SUSCEPTIBLE
Potamogeton lucens — Shining Pondweed
Potamogeton natans — Broad-leaved
Pondweed
Polamogeton pectinalus — Fennel Pondweed
Sparganium emersum — Unbranched Bur-reed
Cladophora spp
Enteromorpha intesfinalisi 'Cott' or blanket
Spirogyra spp weeds'
RESISTANT
All emergent species.
Hippuris vulgaris — Mare's-tail
Nuphar lutea
— Yellow Water-lily
Nymphaea alba — White Water-lily
Polygonum amphibium — Amphibious Biston
'A lurlharspraymay be required if recolonisarion occurs.
OTHER INFORMATION
It is not necessary to clean the sprayer after each
and every use. Prior to storing or when the sprayer
will not be re-used for a long period of time, follow
the end of season cleaning instructions supplied
with the sprayer.
The use of 'Midstream' is subject to the
requirements set out in the "Guidelines for the
Use of Herbicides on Weeds in or near
Watercourses and Lakes". This document is
available from the Ministry of Agriculture
Publications Branch, Lion House, Willowburn
Trading Estate, Alnwick, Northumberland NE66
2PF and should be read in conjunction with the
label recommendations for safe use.
If it is intended to treat a reservoir or water which
either enters a river or is part of a river system,
the appropriate Water Authority or River
Purification Board must be consulted before such
treatment is made.
Water Authorities in England. Wales and
Northern Ireland and River Purification Boards In
Scotland have legal responsibilities with regard to
the prevention of pollution in rivers and reservoirs
CleT11•1
ip 1101
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Product Safety Data Sheet 

Product Name: 'MIDSTREAM'
Agrochemicals
Professlona! Products
Woolmead House East
Woolmead Walk, Farnham
Surrey GU9 7UB
Use Herbicide (Liquid)
Chemical Group:Bipyridyl
MAFF No: 01348 Harmful
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE No. (0622) 814777 ANYTIME
ACTIVE INGREDIENT
Common name: diquat
Chemical Name :1,1'-ethylene-2,2'-bipyridilium dibromide.
Chem Abs Registry No. : 85-00-7
FORMULATION
A viscous gel formulation containing 100 g/I diquat ion (8.8% w/w).
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
A black viscous liquid
Specific gravity : 1.13
Water solubility : miscible
GENERAL HAZARD STATEMENT
HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED
IRRITATINGTO SKIN
PRECAUTIONS (from Product Label)
WEAR PROTECTIVEGLOVES AND FACESHIELD when handling the product.
TAKE OFF IMMEDIATELYheavily contaiminated clothing and wash underlying skin
Wash clothes before re-use.
WHEN USING, DO NOT EAT,DRINK OR SMOKE.
WASH SPLASHESfrom skin or eyes immediately.
WASH HANDS AND EXPOSEDSKIN before meals and after work.
KEEPAWAY FROM FOOD, DRINK AND ANIMAL FEEDINGSTUFFS.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
KEEP IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER,tightly closed, in a safe place.
EMPTYCONTAINER COMPLETELYand dispose of safely.
DO NOT RE-USEthis container for any purpose.
DO NOT DUMP surplus herbicide or containers in water or ditch bottoms.
DO NOT USE TREATEDWATERfor human consumption within 24 hours or for
overhead irrigation within 10 days of treatment.
IFYOU FEELUNWELL, seek medical advice (show label where possible).
January 1990
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'Midstream contd.
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Refer to:a) Product label precautions for specific clothing requirements.b) HSE guidelines on handling of pesticides and protective clothing foruse with pesticides.
FIRST AID
INGESTION
Induce vomiting by tickling the back of the throat. To help vomiting drink 2 pints ofwater. Take patient to hospital as soon as possible for a complete stomach wash outto be done. Induce vomiting only if patient is conscious.
SKIN
Remove contaminated clothing at once. Thoroughly wash areas of contaminatedskin with plenty of soap and water. Such immediate action is essential to preventskin penetration. If feeling unwell, seek medical attention. Contaminated clothingmust be re-used only after thorough washing.
EYES
Splashes in the eye must be washed out immediately by irrigating the eye for atleast 15 minutes. This is done by holding the eye lids open under a steady, gentlestream of water so as to wash off as much of the contaminant as possible. Seekmedical attention after the above procedure has been carried out.
INHALATION
Not applicable.
GUIDE TO DOCTOR
Nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain and diarrhoea may occur soon after ingestion,followed 24 hours later by burns in the mouth and throat. Kidney damage andshock may occur later, but lung damage does not occur in diquat poisoning. Givestomach washout and test urine and gastric aspirate for suspension of Fuller's Earthand 200 ml of 20% mannitol in for Doctors' (1985). Consult 'The Treatment ofParaquat Poisoning' - a Quick Guide for Doctors(1985)(available from ICI Agrochemicals).
Contact nearest Poisons Information Centre for advice on further treatment.
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Agrochemicals
Professional Products
Product Safety Data Sheet
'MIDSTREAM'Trade Name:
STORAGE
Products must be stored in the original labelled container, tightly closed in
a safe place away from children, pets and all food products and protected
from extremes of temperature.
Refer to: HSE guidelines on the storage of pesticides.
TRANSPORT
Packing Group: Ill
IMDG Class/Conveyance Class: 6.1 HARMFUL SUBSTANCE
Proper Shipping Name: Bipyridylium pesticides, liquid, toxic, N.O.S.,(contains diquat as dibromide salt)
UN No: 3016
Pack Size(s): 10 litres
No per outer: 2
Outers per pallet: 39
EMERGENCY MEASURES
FIRE
If exposed to fire, keep containers cool by spraying with water. Extinguish
preferably with dry agent, foam or water spray. Avoid if possible, the use
of water jets.
SPILLAGE
If product has entered a water course or sewer or grossly contaminated soil
or vegetation in a public place, advise police.
DISPOSAL OF UNWANTED PESTICIDE AND CONTAINERS.
Dispose of product concentrate, diluted product and empty containers
according to the 'Code of Practice for the Agricultural and Commercial
Horticultural Use of Pesticides' available from MAFF.
Contact the Local Council Authority for advice on the disposal of pesticide
waste or approved pesticide waste disposal contractor.
TOXICITY
The acute oral LD50 for the rat is greater than 2000 mg/kg and the acute
dermal toxicity is greater than 4000 mg/kg. It is a moderate irritant to
both skin and eyes.
HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS
Contamination when handling the concentrate may result in inflammation and in
more severe cases blistering of the skin. Severe irritation and inflammation
of the eye may follow accidental contact. Immediate and thorough irrigation
is essential. Effects may be delayed by up to 24 hours.
January 1990
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A foliar applied herbicide for the control of annual
and perennial grass and broad-leaved weeds before
sowing or planting all crops.
For use pre-harvest in cereals and certain other
crops, destruction of grassland and in stubbles,
orchards, forestry, aquatic and
non-crop areas.
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Clarosari
1FG
Controls most
algae, submerged
and free floating
weeds in static
and slow-moving
water
CIBA-GEIGY
Cliza.G•igy Agrochemic•is
Whifilesiord
Cambridge CB2 40T
Tel; Cambridg• (0223)833621
Cioa-Galgy PLC 1988EL945156/0605% CIBA-GEIGY
Conditions of Supply
Subject to the provisions al this clause CIBA-GEIGY PLC warrant the
quality of their goods provided they are sold In original •ealed packages.
Unless specific recommendations In writing are made by the Company.
CIBA-GEIGY PLC makes no representation as to the biological or physical
compatibility of the goods when mixed or applied with other goods
(whether manufactured by CIBA-GEIGY PLC or • third party) or to their
efficacy when mixed with such goods. Accordingly, In the absence of such
recommendations, goods are mixed end mixtures applied at the user's
risk_
The goods supplied are of the description staled on the label and are
believed to be suitable for the purpose lot which supplied. Since the
goods or their perlormence may be affected by factors beyond the seller's
control (e.g. storage condition*, weather and soli conditions and incorrect
applications; susceptible Adages of crops; resistant strelns of pest
organisms) no responsibility can be accepted lor any damage, lose or
Injury whatsoever to parsons or properly howsoever arising and all
warranties and conditions expressed or implied, by Statute or otherwise,
are hereby excluded.
No Hanby shall attach to CIBA-GEIGY PLC or Its employees, agents or
distributors by virtue of their having supenelead or assisted In (he
pplIcstion or use of the good.
CLAPOSAN Is a registered trade mark of CIBA-GEIGY LIMIted. Basic
Switzerland.
7 2
Clarosan® General Information
Clarosan la a granular formulation ot lerbutryne specially
formulated lo maintain a satislaclory dosage level In water
for control of most algae and submerged and treeBoating
weeds In static and slow.movIng water, such as lakes.
canals, ditches, farm ponds etc.
Pack size 10 kg Paper Sack.-
Weed control Clatosan is a granular formulation ol terbutlyne developed
specilic•Ily tor the control ol water weeds The tormutation
permits early application so as to avoid de-oxygenatern
caused by dying or dead vegetation, while Ciaillinininf 10
release active ingredient to prevent later re-intestetion
Growth ol the weeds ceases more or less immediately but
it may be 2-4 weeks before obvious signs ol death occur
The kill Is much more rapid if Me weather is warm, and the
weeds are orowing rapidly.
In static water. regrowth should not occur for at least 3.
4 months. Where water movements occur particuiarly
during periods of heavy rainfall which cause llusrung'. this
period can be much reduced.
Clarosen should not be used it the maximum water now is
mare than 1 metre per 3 minutes,
CAUTION
Reduced weed control may occur when Clarosan Is used In water
courses with peaty bottoms.
(
Weeds controlled (susceptible)
Amu
Enteromorphe intestinal's
spirogyra app
Cladophore app.
Rhizoclonium sPlk.
Vasculsr Plants
Ranunculus WO
Callitriche stagnalis
Polamogeton crispus
Polamogeton pectinatus
Elodea canadenais
MyrloPhyllum *TM.
Ceratophyllum demersum
Hollonla palustrls
Loom& app.
(Bladder weed)
(Blanket weed or Cott)
(Blanket weed or Con)
(Blanket weed or Coll)
(Walercrowlools)
(Wafer Harwell)
(Curled pondweed)
(Fennel pondweed)
(Canadian waletweed)
(BIgid hornwort)
(Water-wore:)
(Duchweeds)
Weeds sopa 	 Im
Vaucherla slaP.
Polamogelon natans
Nippur-Is vulgarts
Nuphar Cala
Nymphase alba
	 ty resistent)
(Cord
(Broad-leaved pondweed)
(Mare'plarls)(only when
luny submerged tor al
least three weeks alter
/Mermen()
I Wa ler- hires)
(while waler-lely)
Note
Resistant weeds
(Amphanous boatel r)Polygonum amphibium
Emergent weeds such as reeds, sedges and rushes-
Under certain conditions Nuphar app. (Wa le r-blis S) and
Nymphaea alba (While water -lily) may be damaged by
Clarosan. Where these are desirable species the lower rate
should be used, but this may still cause some damage
Water for irrigation purposes
Clarosan treated water may be used for Irrigation
purposes 7 days attar treatment
This leaflet incorporates changes to the toilowing
sections:
CAUTION
General Information - weed control.
HOW TO USE
For best results apply Clarosan 1FG when weed growth Is
active but before heavy infestations have built up This is
usually In April or May but may be as late as August
Situation
Quantity of Clarosan 1FG
kg per
1000 in1
lb/acre
foot of water
depth
Susceptible vascular
plants and algae.
Moderately resistant
vascular plants
and algae
5 (5141m)
10 (100pm)
14
26
Application Clarosan I FG should be applied only to those areas of
watercourses or lakes where there is, or Is expected to
be, an !Memnon ol weeds of which control is both
possible and necessary, The granules should be spread
evenly, either horn the bank using a machine with a long
throw or from a spreader mounted on a boat Any suitable
machine such as the 'Fenian' air blast knapsack spreader
or the 'Vlcon' granule spreader may be used.
Clarosan I FG Is lor use In static or sluggishly-moving
water. The How In moving watercourses should be stopped
Pal at leaat 7 days from the time ol treatment, or weed
control may be reduced.
If dense weed growth Is to be controlled without de.
oxygenation treat the area in sections at different times.
Sections of approximately 400m (400yd) of watercourses
or not more than a quarter of the total area of a lake are
suggested, with an interval of al least 14 days between
applications. This will allow Ilsh to move into untreated
sections should the dissolved oxygen content of treated
areas fall lo a critical levet
It is important that the entire area of lakes should be
treated within a 6-13 week period or weed control may be
reduced.
Clarosan I FG may be used In water used for angling but it
should not be used in trout farms or other situations where
fish are intensively reared and whert, dissolved oxygen
levels are critical
Thls product Is cleared under the UK Government', Pesticides Safety
Precautions Scheme for use as directed MAFF00620.
FOR USE ONLY AS AN AQUATIC HERBICIDE MAFF00520
Precautions
WASH HANDS belore meals and after werk.
DO NOT DUMP surplus herbicide In water or ditch bottoms.
KEEP IN ORIGINAL CONTAINER, lightly closed, In • sate place.
EMPTY CONTAINER COMPLETELY and dispose ot steely. Do not
re-use for any purpose.
DO NOT USE TREATED WATER lor Irrigation purposes within 7 days ot
treatment
KEEP IN A COOL DRY PLACE.
The official 'Guidelines for the Use ol Herbicides on Weeds in or near
Watercourses and Lakes should be read belore Clarosan 1FG is used
Copia* are obtainable flOrla
Ministry ol Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, Publications Branch,
Lion House. Willowburn Estate, Alnwick, Northumberland NE66 2PF
or
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries tor Scotland, Chesser Nouse,
500 Gera Road, Edinburgh, EH11 3AW,
Under the Rivers (Prevention ol Pollution) Acts 1951 and 1961 and the
Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) (Scotland) Acts 1961 and 1965, River
Authorities in England and Wales and Purification Authorities in Scotland
are legally charged with the prevention of pollution in rivers. If the water
which it is proposed to treat with Clarosan 1FG enters a over. or is part uf a
rivet system, consult the appropriate River or Purification Authority belore
treatment. For Northern Ireland the Ministry of Development
Conservation Division holds similar responsibilities to the River or
Purification Authorities of England and Scotland.
Use of Clerosan 1FG in waters nol subject to the above Acts I ponds and
lakes not discharging to a watercourse) is permitted provided the
concentration in the water does not exceed 10 ppm of product.
Timing
Dose
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APPENDIX III
The Characterisation of the Water Chemistry of Ponds (version to Feb 1990)
On-site characterisation of the water-chemistry of a pond directly enhances an
ecological field assessment by providing immediate information to enable the
water to be classified or put into context in relation to the
limits for aquatic life,
potential for the growth and abundance of animals and plants
ie the productivity of the water,
requirements of particular groups of animals or plants, and
consequences of excess or imbalance of components through human or
other activities eg elevation of plant nutrients from waste waters.
Thus more specifically:
Acidity/Alkalinity - extremes (<p114 or >pH10) may limit the presence of
aquatic biota;
whereas
naturally acid waters (pH4-7) are characteristic of hard-rock catchments with
little aquatic plant growth, low abundances of invertebrate animals and
smaller or longer-lived species of fish;
or
alkaline waters (pH 7-10) are characteristic of soft, limestone rock
catchments and may have abundant growths of plants, high abundances of
invertebrates and fish. pH may increase during the day particularly when
aquatic plants (algae or macrophytes) are very abundant, due to the removal of
carbon dioxide or bicarbonate from the water during photosynthesis.
Conductivity and carbonate

Carbon is the basic building material of plants and animals. For
photosynthesis of plants, the most usable form is inorganic carbon as
carbonate and bicarbonate, and these ions, in conjunction with calcium, form
the major chemical components of most fresh waters. The likely productivity of
a pond can therefore be assessed by measuring its dissolved (ionic) chemical
content ie the conductivity of the water.
Thus:
Conductivity - reflects the productivity of aquatic systems, that is, the
abundance and growth of aquatic biota by indicating, through the total
dissolved (ionic) chemical content, the quantity of available inorganic
carbon. However,
Care must be taken to separate fresh waters from other high conductivity
waters especially salt rich waters eg coastal water bodies etc., by testing
directly for sodium, or chloride ions, or by difference through determining
either calcium or carbonate, calculating the calcium carbonate content and
comparing this with conductivity expressed as a concentration of total salts.
Carbonate is a direct indicator of potential plant production and thus general
productivity (see conductivity above).
[Examination of sediments for the smell of hydrogen sulphide ('bad eggs') is
also frequently considered a good 'observation' for high plant productivity in
some areas, but may be indicator of deterioration or pollution.]
Calcium determinations are used to indicate the form in which carbonate is
present (compare the occasional sodium or magnesium dominated waters); this
cation is a component of the shells of many molluscs (snails) and crustaceans
(freshwater shrimps, etc.).
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Plant macronutrients. The presence and correct balance of the three major
plant macronutrients, nitrate, phosphate and potassium, is needed for optimum
plant growth (in addition to sufficient inorganic carbon as carbonate).
Imbalance (nitrogen 10, phosphorus 1, potassium 5-10) and thus limitation of
primary production may be deduced from the excess of one and the negligible
concentrations of others. Artificial enrichment may be deduced from an excess
of all three. A balanced closed system may have a low level of all three but
may have abundant plant growth; such low levels also occur in summer when
plant growth and the associated nutrient accumulations are at a maximum.
Plant micronutrients. Small quantities of iron and magnesium are amongst other
elements needed but which may be limited in availability due to particular
conditions. For example, the dissolution of iron, as soluble ferrous salts
from the deoxygenated iron-pan soil layer as a result of enhanced or 'lowered'
water tables through drainage, may then be precipitated out as insoluble
ferric salts in oxygenated waters. Iron may also be lacking in chalk-rich
high-pH spring waters through coprecipitation with calcium carbonate,
resulting from the loss to the atmosphere of excess carbon dioxide and the
inability of the surface water to carry as much carbonate as previously
obtained by dissolution of rocks by the elevated pressures of carbon dioxide
in the aquifers.
Silicon is required for diatom growth particularly in spring and autumn but
although seasonal reductions may occur at these times, redissolution is also
an important process.
Toxic metals. Aluminium or zinc are more likely to affect the growth of biota
at certain acidities (pH <5) but a full analysis of metals must be considered
if unexplained imbalances between potential production and other biota exist.
The analytical precision of these characterisation tests varies from about
half a unit interval with test papers ie c. 20% on average, down to c. 5% for
titrations in the field. This assessment procedure is not however a substitute
for a representative water sample correctly and fully analysed in a laboratory
within a short time of collection.
A progressive series of four stages of water characterisation are proposed
which are increasingly detailed and require correspondingly more elaborate
test apparatus and take more time but all of which which are compatible with
other factors recorded within the National Pond Survey (NPS).
Stage I is the minimum and should always be attempted.
Water samples should represent the whole water body, and ideally, therefore,
should be taken from near the centre of the pond in open water away from dense
plant stands; additional samples may be required of inflows, seepages or
outflows. The time of day when the sample is taken (which should be recorded)
is of greater relevance with the increase in Stage of characterisation
especially in relation to the dissolved oxygen measurement in Stage III but is
pertinent even to the interpretation of pH in Stage I.
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Stage I
pH and conductivity 

Determination of pH and conductivity of the water sample
estimate of the acidity and total dissolved solutes.
pH may be measured using an inexpensive dip-type meter
most laboratory instrument suppliers); calibrate
recalibrate daily
Or
can provide an
(available from
before use and
by test paper to within 0.5 units using non-leaching reduced- or
narrow-range test papers (eg BDH 4.0-7.0, 6.5-10.0)
-conductivity can be measured using an inexpensive dip type meter
Or
estimated using test strips for 'total hardness'
(ie alkaline earths but, in practice, calcium plus magnesium)
(eg M 10046, BDH 31540 2L, 3-30 by 5°)
(IF total hardness is greater than 30° suspect the water to be saline,
see Stage III).
Water temperature measurement is advisable at the time of collection (to 0.5°C
by thermometer, or by electronic meter which is often combined with pH
dip-type meters) but temperature is also necessary to correct conductivity
determined by meter as these vary by 2-3% for each °C difference in water
temperature; the standard temperature is 25°C. Calibration of electronic
meters and electrodes should be performed according to manufacturers'
recommended procedures (convenient preweighed capsules of pH buffer say pH4,
pH7, pH10 ready for dissolution are available). pH and conductivity
measurements should be compared to the Table and if their ratio differs from
those given, then further Stages of characterisation should be undertaken to
define these differences.
pH <5 5-6.5 6.5-8 8-10 10+
Conductivity
pS cm-1 at 25°C
<50 peat pools alpine pools
50-250 lowland
clay
250-400 pools Lowland Check if afternoon
chalk sample from densely
400-1200 pools vegetated pools
1200 + Check if saline - chloride test Stage II
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Notes
Stage I. The majority of fresh waters in Britain are sufficiently similar to
allow conductivity to be a measure of total dissolved inorganic solids.
(Total dissolved solids TDS, pS is very approximately equal to 0.65 mg 1-1
but can range 0.55-0.75 for fresh water sulphate or 0.5 for strongly acidic
or basic solutions) A multiplier of 0.70 is recommended for the conversion of
conduciivity (microSiemens cm corrected to 25°C) to total dissolved solids
(mg 1 ). Values between 0.55-0.75 have been suggested (Hem J.D. 1970 see
Water Analysis Vol. I Inorganic Species part 1, chapter 4, Ed. Minear R.A.
and Keith L.H. 1982, Academic Press, London), but the value towards the upper
end of this range was chosen to accommodate the preponderance of carbonate
rich waters in the UK (cp sulphate rich waters). This multiplier may be used
in Stage III to determine the proportion of the major ions which have been
identified.
'Total hardness' test
hardness ie the first
half units of colour
and 14.3 can be used
calcium].to within 3
7 mg 1 .
strips have five bands of hardness each of 5° English
is 0-5° and the fifth is 20-25°, but may be estimated to
change giving 0-3°, 3-5°, 5-8° etc. The multipliers 5.7
to givie estimates of calcium plus magnesium, either as
mg 1 or hardness as calcium carbonate to within
If values are above range of meter or kit, dilutions may be made using
deionised water: this can be made conveniently available in the field using
water deionising packs (eg Pallintest, Wilkinson & Simpson, Gateshead).
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Stage II
If conductivity 1000+

Chloride test (eg simple titration kit Aq 11106, BDH 16535 1H, 2-800 by
2 mg 1-1 intervals)
if >100 mg 1 then partly saline and if coastal, consider if pond should
be included in survey, or continue Stage II below
.
If conductivity 50-1200

Carbonate (hardness) test (eg simple titration kit Aq 8048, BDH 16502
1P, 0.2-80 by 0.2 mmol 1-1 intervals) (alkalinity — 2 x carbonate
hardness).
If >0.5 mmol carbonate then
Calcium test (eg simple titration kit, Aq 11110, BDH 16542 2F, 2-800 by
2 mg 1-1)
calculate calcium as calcium carbonate (1 mg calcium — 2.5 mg calcium
carbonate) and compare to 'total hardness' in Stage I (see notes), if
within 20%, accept and assume some magnesium present (or test for
magnesium - Stage III).
Nitrate estimate by test strip.
(eg M 10020, BDH 31524 3X, 10-500 mg 1-1 by 10-250 mg 1-1 intervals
Nitrate,
(multiply by10.226 to convert to Nitrate Nitrogen).
If <10 mg 1 accept (or test for Nitrate in Stage III).
[If Nitrite test band is positive test for Ammonia - Stage III]
Note: large quantities of plant material may give low plant macro nutrient
levels in spring and summer, but these may be elevated in autumn as plant
material decomposes. A relatively high level of one of nitrate, phosphate or
potassium may typically indicate that one of the other macro nutrients is
limiting plant growth.
Dissolved Oxygen - observe pond for fish kills, dense stands of
submerged plants at/on surface, dense mats of algae with entrained
bubbles or water temperature over 25°C.
If any, assume large daily oxygen changes (or test for dissolved oxygen
in Stage III).
If Conductivity <250 or pH <6.5

Observe pond for light brown deposits on substrates or vegetation.
If any, assume iron (or test for Iron in Stage III).
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Stage III
Phosphate test (eg two tube colour development slide - comparator
method, Aq 14409, BDH special order, 10-160 by 10-30 pg 1-1).
Nitrate test (eg two tube colour comparison Aq 8032, BDH special order,
5-140 by 20 ly 1-1)
if >50 mg 1 NO3 or nitrite on test strip positive, test for Ammonia
(Aq 14428, BDH 16543 2H, 25-400 pg 1-1).
Iron test (eg colour development in test vessel, Aq 11136 or Aq 8013 +
8023, BDH 16504 1T with 16505 1V, 0.1-50 mg 1-1). Total and bivalent
ferric iron.
[if iron present and unexplained absence of fauna or poor plant growth -
test for Aluminium or Zinc in Stage IV]
Magnesium test (eg two tube colour comparison method, Aq 14419, BDH
special order, 4-30 mg11-1).
if magnesium >10 mg 1 and higher than calcium test for Sulphate (eg Aq
14411, BDH special order, 25-300 mg 1-1).
Dissolved Oxygen test by fixation and titration (eg Aq 11107, BDH
-
special order, 0.1-30 by 0.1 mg 11 ).
Water samples should be collected either by minimising exchange or
entrainment of air by slow and careful filling of sample bottle or by
flow through a tube to the bottom of the sample bottle inside a larger
(x3) chamber with an outlet hole on its top. If access to the water is
difficult then a tethered buoyed bottle-sampler may be thrown to a
suitable part of the water body; the sampler consists of an outer
weighted container with two openings, from one of which a tube passes to
the bottom of the sample container and allows changes of water (c. 3)
from the water body.
Measure water temperature at sampling time.
If <5 mg 1 in morning
or >15 mg 1-1 in afternoon, then potential for fish kills.
Consider dawn and mid afternoon samples in summer.
Sodium and Potassium (Group 1 metals)
assume present and sufficient for plant growth if conductivity is high
or assume they are present as potassium and sodium chloride and estimate
from chloride titration using meter conversion;
(or send sample for analysis).
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Stage IV
If low pH (<4.5) consider testing for
Aluminium (eg
Zinc test (eg Aq 14412, BDH 16534 1F, 0.1-5.0 mg 1-1)
or send water sample (and biota) for full analysis for metals.
If conductivity>50

Silicon test, a requirement for the diatom algae (eg
All conditions
IF fish kills, low invertebrate numbers, absence of plants
consider - intermittent discharges of chlorine containing waters (eg
chlorine test)
- pesticides (eg
- variable inflows of water of low oxygen or high oxygen demand
- extremes of pH
- toxic metals
Coliform tests at 37 and 20°C
Biological Oxygen Demands 5 Day BOD (as dissolved oxygen in Stage III).
No endorsement is implied by the inclusion of specific products but merely
that satisfactory results and relevant accuracies have been obtained by their
use.
Olumhers reler to Merck calalogues Aq - Aquameik, M - Merckoqudni lest strirs,
with BDH catalogue number following as, eg BDH 123.)
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Table On-site characterisation of water sampled during the site surveys
River
Site
Distance downsteam, km
Channel width at bank full
Channel depth at bank full
Water depth
-1Water velocity, m s
Substatum size, cm or silt
WATER CHEMISTRY
pH
Temperature °C
Conductivity pS cm-2
Water colour
anions
Bicarbonate alkalinity meg
-1Chloride mg 1_1
Sulphate mg 1
Nitrate N mg 1::
Ammonia mg 1_1
Phosphate P pg 1_1
Silica Si mg 1_1
Total anions mg 1
cations
Calcium mg 1-1
-1Magnesium mg 1
-1Sodium (by probe) mg 1
Potassium mg 1::
Iron total mg 1_1
Lead mg 1_1
Cadmium mg 1_1
Zinc mg 1_1
Aluminium mg 1
Total cations
Comments
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APPENDIX IV
'Crassula Watch' , Numbers 1, 2 and 3.
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CRASSULA WATCHNo.1 Nov.1987
CRASSULA HELMS!! HAS INVADED 140 SITES
AND NOW DOUBLING EVERY THREE YEARS
THE ALIEN AQUATICCRASSULAHELMSII

CONTINUESTO EXPAND ITS DISTRIBUTIONIN BRITAIN
Further occurrencesof C. helmsii (T. Kirk) Cockayne continue to be recorded and the totalnumber has now reached c. 140 sites (late 1987) with fourteen nature reserves or nntionalparks affected to a lesser (0-10 m2) or greater (12 site occurrencesup to 400 m2 extent).The spread of the plant within sites appears to be greatly variable and has caused widelydiffering degrees of concern. The previous suggestion that extreme measures of controlshould be considered, i.e. the use of herbicides in nature reserves, continues to bediscussed and selectivetrials begun; formal recommendationsfor the best control techniquemay soon be available following the probabilitythat trials will be financiallysupportedby NCC. Meanwhile the mechanisms of its spread and the effectson the suppressionof nntiveflora and fauna, particularlyamphibians,continue to be recorded(for BSBI Pulletin 11188).
Fi51. SWAMP STONECROP A STARVADAT
Leaves can emerge from water Leaves below water never above
Flowersabove water
'flowers'belowwater
paw •lap Richard., IISRI News 1979 20-21; Vaughan, hSBI hews 1975 19 10-11;Swale A Belcher, Nature In Cambridgeshire, I9n2 25 61-62.Can you help with
New Records?
Update of distributionat known sites?
Detail of floral or faunalchanges (loss)?
Sites for herbicideand other control trials?
Personal experiencesof controlof the plant?
Regular updates will be sent to those participating.
F.H. DAWSON
Freshwater BiologicalAssociation,River Laboratory,East Stoke,Wareham, Dorset, BH20 6BD.
0929-462314(or evenings09295-3325)(Postageetc refunded if requested.)
leaveslightgreen
leavesmedium
green
whitish
below
blunt/notched
leaftips
Rigidstem leavesJoined(1mm) Incollar
above
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Year
An update (cross-hatching)of the annual
total of reported occurrencesof Crassula
helmsii for Britain to Nov. 87 (sr
line is 5 year mean, the dashed line is
first and second vice county records
only).
CRASSULAUPDATES
The distributionof Crassulahelmsii in
Britain to Nov. 1987 at natural or semi-
natural sites.
1985 Variously misidentifiedsamples arrive for confirmation;B.F.Westlake suggests
Crassula,Max Wade suppliesinformation; undergraduate student sought to assist in
field and experimentalwork.appointedfor 6 months in 198b.
1986 Vice county recordersand others circulated for records; field work commences;
growth experiments in tanks and flowing waters. Field survey reveals problems in
fishing lakes end nature reserves (P.B.).Poster at BSBI Nov 86 with handout about
rapidly increasing distribution.
- 1987 Paper preparedon results.
- FHD interviewedat FBA Open Days.Numerous articles,radio and TV interviews follow:
Australianinvader threatensBritain'swaterways- New Scientist
Waterways may be strangledby rash squeeze - Independent
Slimy green menace is slowly taking over - Reading Evening Post
A threat to the pond? - Editorial,HorticultureWeek
Alien from the Swamp - Daily Mail; Weed threat warning - Anglers Mail
Threat to Forest Ponds - LymingtonTimes; War of Weeds - Telegraph
County under threat from the strangler- Gloucester Citizen
Menace from the swamp - Guardian; The spread of Swamp Stonecrop- NERC News
Hostile Aussie invadercauses concern in Britain - AustralianMercury
Concern over spread in Britain - will it invade North America?
- Aquatic Plant News, U.S. Lakeline
FHD Objectives for future

Confirm the distributionalstatus, extent of invasion and suppressionof native
flora and fauna
Establish the dispersal mechanisms and vulnerabilityof sites at the local and
regionallevel
Determine the potential habitat range, genetic variation and seasonal cycle
through extendingthe study of its biology
Develop effectivecontrol techniquesand programmes compatible with the aims of
nature conservation
(- full details available).
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CRASSULAHFLMSIITHE ALIFN AQUATICCONTINUESTO EXPAND ITS DISRIBMION IN BRITAINfrom a poster display at Annual Meetingof BotanicalSociety of British Isles Nov. 1Lai7
Fig. 2 Expansionof distributionin 5 year intervals(o
 current period;o • previousrecords)
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Table The aquatic areas ol Molehill and Llide Hatchet
New Forest
•podes pOlenilally st flab (irorn A.Byellelc1)
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Illecebrum venicIllotuni
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and possibly
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THE FUTURE
I Trials begin le select best •pproved herbicide lot conlrol
(iile Is Ilk•ly to b• supported lin•nclatly by HCC)
2 Organiae.monitor Of coordlnat• conlrol aludy sites
3 Monlior changes I loss ol ilor• !suns •nd habltal
4 Acquit, Weave records (a) status ol existing slle•
(a) malnialn diehlbullon record cards •nd
(•) succ••• of control atismpte
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Should sales *I Q.behnolf (Thrace untie) be b•rmed?
Should movement of thla plant bo rat UMW?
Join In CRASSULA WATCH uni keep In 'ouch
Will it grow in semi-salineconditions?
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AN INITIAL STUDY ON THE DISTRIBUTION,
BIOLOGY AND CONTROL OF CRASSULA HELMSII 
(based on a paper by Dawson F.H. &
Warman E.A. in BiologicalConservation 
42, Nov. 1987)
Fig. 4
The growth form of Crasaula helmsii in
different water depths with internode
frequency and leaf size indicated on stems.
Scales insets indicate (a) marginal growth
and (b) stand form of steeply-inclinedbanks k
or bed, shown here at the surface.
The growth lorrrt shown hy gts.ausulaStalaull undur Oil tering con dillona.
these Fewer.
magfr, 07.-9}f sle•ling m•I.
0•01h
nn ! aaa clomp•
Lemon shown on selected sterns.
Swamp stone crop, Crassula helmsii, a plant alien to Britain and Europe, has rapidly
expanded its distributionover the last two decades.Concern has grown because several of
these natural sites are in nature reserves where both common and rare native species are
rapidly outcompeted by ita dense monospecific stands which often continue to dominate
throughout the winter months (Table 1). Its occurrence can easily be overlooked (compare
e.g. Himalayan and Orange Balsams) as it resembles Sphagnum moss cover in swamps and
Starworts (Callitriche spp.) in lakes (Fig. 1). Attempte at control, particularly
mechanical, have had only limited success because its potential for vegetative regrowth is
very high - each minute node producingat least one and sometimes two new shoots; it has
even outcompetedspecies of Elodea, Nuphar and Phragmites.Concern was greater when it was
realised that it is less demanding in its habitat requirements and as such occupies a
greater habitat range than previous invasions of alien plants e.g.Elodea app. It has so
far dominated wetland areas of several acres ranging from 0.7 m above water levels,
particularly in shallow seasonal ponds of acidic water, to depths of 3 m in lakes of
calcareous water (Fig. 4). Plant size varies from compact stands of 0.1 m to large
submerged ones of 1.3 m. Biomass is always high, ranging from 0.3 to 1.5kg dry weight m-2.
It is currently confined to static waters but has been shown, experimentally, to grow in
moderatelyfast flowing waters.
The initial occurrencesin britain have been sporadicbut may be related to its supply
for aquaria and garden ponds as an 'oxygenator-plant%because of its vigorous growth and
tolerance of varied growth conditions. It is similar in appearance to Crassula (Tillsee)
aquatica, a very rare plant remaining in only a single area in Scotland but it can be
distinguishedbecause its flower stalks are relativelylong (2-8 mm).
Considering the high reproductive potential, rapid spread and the difficulty of
control of this variety (?), it is currentlyrecommended that extreme measures are used to
prevent its further spread, particularlyto further nature reserves, and the invasion of
flowingwaters.
Thie initial study suggests that this plant will continue to expand its distribution
very rapidly and could become a major problem in aquatic situations including flowing
waters and therefore requires further intensivestudy of its ecology, biology and control
rather than its distribution but with particular regard to the development of more
aggressivestrains for which there is already circumstantialevidence.
The Freshwater BiologicalAssociationis a grant aided instituteof the Natural Environment
Research Council. The Association researches into the biology and ecology of freshwaters
together with the associated chemical and physical processes. Research together with
specificor general advice is availableparticularlyon the following:
general biology and ecophysiologyof aquatic plants of rivera and lakes
weed control, improvementof traditionaland innovativetechniques
seasonalhydraulic resistanceof plants of flowingwaters
- investigation,data interpretationand design for problem aquatic areas
Please contact F.H. DAWSON PhD CBiol
Freshwater BiologicalAssociation,River Laboratory,East Stoke,
Wareham, Dorset, BH20 6BB.
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No.2 CRASSULA WATCH Nov.1988
60 MORE SITES THIS YEAR
CRASSULA HELMS!! (Tillaea recurva)
has- now invaded 200 sites/areas
doubling rate for NEW sites — two years
allarana
IMMIE111111111111a11111.1rinnaIMBESINEMI
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Increase In last 20 years
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The aggressivealien aquatic continuesto expand its distributionto sites both in itsexistingareas and to new sites in Britain.Sites so far investigated(see inside)suggest thatthis plant'soccurrenceat sites adjacent to those at which it was initiallyrecordedhave beenoverlooked.A record for one site was subsequentlyfound to have eight different independentstands within a half mile.
THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE SENT RECORDS
Updateswill be sent to all those participating.
F.H. DAWSON
FreshwaterBiologicalAssociation,River Laboratory,East Stoke,Wareham,Dorset
Tel. 0929 462314 or Fax 0929 462180 (Postageetc. reftindedif requested)
10 0
Analysisof the records show the type of sites invadedare:
	
15% nature reserves or SSSIs (24 eite/areaa) 30
27% ponds in farms, parks or privategardens
2% near or in cultivation
	
3% 'no longer present'
	
53% other - unspecifiednatural sites
No. of New 20
111111, Secord•cl
per If Oaf
or by the type of water body
10
72% small ponds - many seasonal
 11% large lakes, reservoirsetc.
6% shallow sand or gravel-pitlakes
	
5% linear shallow ditches or drainagechannels
	
5% in or near flowing channels,canals or streams
1% damp ground
IS THERE ANY EVIDENCETHAT CRASSULAWILL BECOME LESS AGGRESSIVEAND FORM PART OF THE NATIVE
FLORA?
The answer eo far seems to be generallyNO. At sites at which this regressionwas thought to
have occurred Crasaula helmsii has again rapidlyre-establishedits dominance.
The growth form shown by rililitallialgult und•r differing condllion•
la50 1960 11170 1960
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AN INITIAL STUDY ON THE DISTRIBUTION,
BIOLOGY AND CONTROL OF CRASSULA HELMS!! 
(based on a paper by Dawson Y.N. A
Warman E.A. in Biological Conservation 
42, Nov. 1987)
The growth form of Crassula helmsii in
different water depths with internode
frequency and leaf site indicated on stems.
Scales insets indicate (a) marginal growth
and (b) etand form of @Leanly-inclined banks
or bed, shown here at the surface.
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14414.
'Ci•• 'hulas?
filing Is 11111114411
Flo•fing ass.
2
Is 00000 4 clume•
Vows 0 fisa•I
10•111a bsles•
nosalne &music..
ehown on selected stoma
Sites visited for detailed study
pool,N. Cornwall,bystream, slightlysaline 3-9%.
- pond, Newton Abbot, adjacent to NR, nutrientor depth limited.
seasonalpond N.T. land, Corfe Common.
fishing lake to 3 micomparativeherbicidetrials.
ponds in New Forest. Flame throwers- A. Byfield.
pools, FingeringhoeWick NB: good growth even in shade.
ponde and ditches YiyalasNR;probablycontrolled(C)
Preliminaryisoensymestudy suggestsonly one 'strain'
or little inherent polymorphism.
PREDICTION FOR INVASION
kgkil
./
WILL CRASSULAGROW IN SEMI-SALINECONDITIONSE.G. ESTUARIES?
Preliminarytests indicatethat the growth of stems of Crassula decreases with increasing
salinity.Growth ceases at salinitiesof about halfseawater but this plant can survive at
higher concentrationswhen supportedby its dead stems or on other plants.Crassula may also
survive periodic inundationby seawater such as occurs at spring tidea.
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SOME ATTEMPTS AT THE CONTROL
OF THE ALIEN AQUATIC CRASSULA HELMS!!
—USE OF FLAME THROWER
- inefficient, laborious and expensive
— HERBICIDE TRIALS Tank Trials
with Approved aquatic herbicides Field Trials
Field trials of
best herbicide over
wide geographic and
habitat range
coordinate other
attempts,
synthesise results,
produce guidelines
maintain records
assess expansion rate,
identify potentially
PRELIMINARY GUIDELINES new habitats
Small areas, < 20m'
- use shade material, 6-10 weeks
Medium areas, 20-1000m2
fence with fine mesh and treat
with approved aquatic herbicide
in autumn or spring
OR shade
Aulkunn-rviUd- R¢Scsits: C).Con&ryt ;v•yostfai, Con&r,(
Chemical Ferres061 WNMM Apostle ANUcmlontIme-monthe 

bracken monmdl- tree •a- ANN JimeMJJABOND
dock cot col floating regress!
Ilmbicld•s
asulam•
2.4-0 amino
d•lapon
dictilob•mt
diouai
.
ltr011ont••
tmbulryna
•
0
ammical
hyarogen pato•Id•
Methodology
(a) Tank trials of
submerged/emergent
stands with ell
Approved herbicides
Crassula helmsii is in tissue-
culture in Florida - 'to say
(this plant) grows like a weed
is a gross understatement'
THE FUTURE
Guidelines for control ready ne/0 summer
Study sites continue to be monitored.
Native sites to be studied in Australia
(FHD, under Winston Churchill Tra;rellinti
Fellowship 1988/89)
New records, status of existing sites,success
of control techniques and advice, will continue
to be collected or coordinated
New records and site status always wanted.
Should sales of C. helmsli (Tillaea recurva) be banned? ,
Large areas, >1000m'
or 25% of water body
reduce Crassula bulk and
compost on-site
treat emergent and submerged
growth with Approved aquatic herbicides
reintroduce previous flora from less
affected part of water body
Fence x2 area
to contain released
and Iloallag shoots All areas must be monitored quarterly
for up to 5 years.
Control may need to be repeated
up to 3 times
Herbicide control aspects are funded by
Pond Margin The Nature Conservancy CouncilCrassula holinobi
Stand ol
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ME ALIEN AQUATIC CRASSULA HELMS!!  
CONTINUES TO EXPAND ITS DISTRIBUTION IN BRITAIN
Further occurrences of C. helmsli (T. Kirk) Cockayne continue to be recorded and the total
number has now reached c. 140 sites (late 1987) with 14 nature reserves affected to a
• lesser (0-10 metres square) or greater extent (12 site occurrences up to 400 metres
square). The spread of the plant within sites appears to be greatly variable and has
caused widely differing degrees of concern. The previous suggestion that extreme measures
of control should be considered, i.e. the use of herbicides in nature reserves, continuesto be discussed and selective trials have begun; formal recommendations for the best
control technique may soon be available following the probability that trials will befinancially supported by NCC. Meanwhile the mechanisms of its spread and the effects onthe suppression of native flora and fauna, particularly amphibians, continue to be
recorded.
BotanicalSociety of British Isles (BSBI) News
Sept. 1988 No. 49 p. 43
SOME ATTEMPTSAT THE CONTROLOF THE ALIEN AQUATIC
CRASSULAHELMSII (T. KIRK) COCKAYNE
Various attempts to controlC. helmsii have been studied but as even more occurrences(currently200, November 1988, with a doublingrate of every two years)have been recorded,a
specificstudy on control by herbicideshas been initiated.Initial tank and autumn fieldtrialsof all availableApprovedaquaticherbicideshave shown the particularresistanceof
emergent stands with only glyphosateproducingany noticeabledegree of control.The growth of
submerged stands were however rapidlysuppressedusing diquat and diquat-alginatealthough buds
on separatedshoots started to regrow over subsequentweeks before finallydying, whereastreatmentwith dichlobenilrequired1-2 months to become effective.The commercial chemicalhydrogen peroxidewas also testedat 20 and 100 g m-) because the absence of toxic or long-term
residuesmade it suitablefor nature reserves;growth was unfortunatelyonly suppressedtemporarily.Field observationson other techniquessuch as shading material (successful)andflame throwers (laborious,expensive,and not effective),were studied and some preliminaryguidelinesfor control of sites with differingdegreesof dominance by this plant have beenproduced.
Presented at the Annual Exhibitionof BSBI
26th November 1988
This PLANT'SINITIALOCCURREWE CAN EASILY BE OVERLOOKEDbut it rapidly produces dense
monospecific turfs over 10-100'smc. These suppressexisting flora as the plant begins todominate larger aquaticareas both above and below water. Any further records of suppressionofflora or the possibleeffects on fauna especiallyfrogs, toads or dragonfliesor damselflies,
would be most welcome.
The Freshwater BiologicalAssociationis a grant aided institutein the Terrestrial& FreshwaterDirectorateof the Natural EnvironmentResearchCouncil.The Associationresearchesinto thebiology and ecologyof freshwaterstogetherwith the associatedchemical and physical processes.Research togetherwith specificor general advice is availableparticularlyon the following:general biology and ecophysiologyof aquatic plants of rivers and lakes
- weed control,improvementof traditionaland innovativetechniques
seasonalhydraulicresistanceof plants of flowingwaters
- investigation,data interpretationand design for problem aquatic areas
Please contact F.H. DAWSON PhD CBiol
FreshwaterBiologicalAssociation,River Laboratory,East Stoke,
Wareham, Dorset,B820 6BB
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No3 CRASSULA WATCH Nov 1990
270 sites now recorded for
Crassula helmsii in Britain
doubling rate for NEW sites 2 3 years
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Australian Study Shows - Britain is in the
Middle of the plant's Environmental Range
10
104
THE SIWEALIOf CR45511AHUNS!! ILIML1COCKAYNEIN BRITAIN 40
Dauson F.R. IsubmittedlTlw spread of Crammulmholomll 111041 CUclAylle Ilk
Britain. Illasedcm a paper given to IndustrialEcology Group lik9on the
biologyand control of invaytiveplants Univerallyof Cardiff,20-21Belaealrer
19001
I. mmmmla helnaii. an amphiblowlaquatic plant, hitsinvadedc270 natural
alt., Isid-10901and Invasionuf c 1000sites are predIctudby 2000AU.
PreliminarymorphologicalEnd ImocraymeesaminationIndicatesIlmt Chia
likelyto be only • Mlligle Slraill ill Britain.
Th. presetadtstrIbulionbased sainly upon Informationfrom vice-county
recordersindlcatesthat Wm spreadof llm plant hau been lose from.lmiural
factor. eg animals than from maim activities.There have been deliberate
intreducttons alyhouth paaaiac distribution will, olhor 	 plaid.,
recaaaaionaland awmciated activitiesparticularlyfishingand Huh trunsfer
and reintroductionot amphibiansand repaaaaa sees to be coason. albeit
nearlyunconfirsable,moduleof spread.
The predicted rate of Invasion is sade difficultby several (twin
Includingthe initial lackof Informatlonfor identlfIcelion,confusionwith
anothercommon aaaaa plant, follooedby an incaaaaa in initialInterestfor
new vice county records followedby • declineand subsequentlyaaaaanettsuf
tn. problemstimulatedfurtherintaaaaa.
S. The growth form and morphologyof the plant in Its varioushabitatsand
its competiaaaa mechanisms togetherwith an analysisof the type of water
bodiesinvaded,mre discummedtogetherwadi • predictionthat thesajorityof
teaporaryand permanent ponds and probably togetherwith drainagechannels
mid some ataaaaa in Baaaain And NorthernEuropewill be rapidlyinvaded.
NERC Inatituteof freshwaterEcology giver Laboratory,East Stoke, Warelmm.
Dorset,BAD BBB Tel. 0929-412314,fax.0929-412180
Table I. Occurrenceof C  helmfillin sites in Britainby tal type of
water body and lb) adjacent land nes for sites, In the years to mid 1900
1190 .itelland to mid 1990 (270attest
la) Occurrenceby waterbody Percentageoccurrece Public
mid 'BB •i '90 ACCene
smallponds (303 temporaryor drying) 703
tanks
ahallowgravelsand or clay lakes 6
largetalesor aaaaanoire II
Linearaaaaacoaaaaa near static 6
Linearaaaaacoaaaaaa flowingtor on banks) 5
'leapground,march 1
in cultivation
1bl Occurrenceby adjacentlanduse Percentageoccurrence Public
mid 'BB aid '90 Ace..
I 6 666itbrc:1- ed
variable
open/closed
open
open
variable
closed
Year
500
100
200
100
50
2
1 0
Ina •O We lea° IOW Ion MO 100 11•0 INVJ
New records and site status always wanted.
THANK YOU TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE SENT RECORDS
Updates wtll be sent to all those pertIcipatinc.
(Postaee etc- refunded if reauested)
NatureaaaaaaaaaSSS1s,etc
Naturalor Anal natural 	 
Conon land (1 woodland)
Parke,aaaaaaaacountryhouse.,poets
Agriculturalland
Private
Induaaaaa1, extractionof gravel.clay
Reservoirs,large tanks
ishk aaaaaantal ponds
In cultivation
Salinitytolerance 01 shoots,•alter 15 dayt saller 37 days
It:101
Institute of
Freshvvater
Ecology
.7777.71Environmentlirrrrrr hCouncil
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The distribution and natural habitat of Crassula helmaii in Australia
Summary from Dawson F.H. (191191 Natural habitat and population control
mechanism of ernssula helmaii (Australian Swamp Stonecrop) in Australia.Report to the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust, 53 pp.
The distribution of this plant in Australia has been confirmed as extendingfrom the east of South Australia to the West coast, from near the south ofTasmania to • little further north in New South Wales than pre'ioosly
considered but not into Queensland. The distribution records for the plant inWestern Australia has not been satisfactorily explained although it could bine 'been accidentally. introduced (roe the eastern coast as indicated by itsability to spread by seed or fragment by its distribution around saline
estuaries and by experiments on the saline tolerance of its stems.
The plant has a simple basic form but still shows • variety of leaf form whichvary in proportion from narrow to broad with blunt to tapering tips, and inflower colour with at least one red flowered form in contrast to the normalwhite. The plant size and habit varies with its environment but under optimum
conditions oriel stems with support of the vegetation may be up to 0.4 m high.
The plant can grow ia a variety of habitats from intermittent or drying
streams and ditches , to lake margins from underwater to several meters abovethe water level in particular circumstances. It can tolerate reasonabledegrees of interferences such us trampling by cattle, erratic river flows but
not saline or hypersaline conditions unless it can become established infreshwater conditions and grow above levels of saline inundation. It is ableto colonize areas rapidly e.g. following fire but does not sees to be able to
withstand competition from large plants such as reeds (e.g. the situation inBritain). There are distinct associations of plants which are often found at
sites where it frequently • occurs. Its habitat requirements overlap withthose of Myriophylium pendunculalus in the cooler south,east and at higheraltitudes, with another emergent species of Syriophyllos in the north andprobably with its close relative Crassula natons in the west.
Analysis of habilata in which this plant is found suggests initially that itprefers to grow at water level but can tolerate varying water levels of many
meters in moist conditions. It cannot tolerate high velocities but willdevelop in channels subject to such velocities during periods when the flowis slow. It will grow near bin not in sea water in estuaries. It will grow
at all altitudes up to C. 1500 m in Australia; the influence of frost or snow
was not determined although the plant is known to have some resistance tofrost. IL will tolerate a variety of water qualities from those uf lokconductivity to thoae slightly saline with a range of nutrient levela but nutif very polluted.
Although many populations of C. helmsli were examined for potential biological
control agents i.e. anisals or micro-organisms none were actually found andindeed the main lisit to growth in Australia seemed to be drying. It was
reported verbally that a looper caterpillar was seen sitting upon plants inSouth Australia and this is being investigated. The tentative conclukion tothe wide spread invasion of British wetland sites ia that these sites offer
near optimum environmental conditions for Crassula helmsii growth on a near
continuous basis with little cessation or die back, and continued presencethroughout the winter Australian sites reach the optimum condition but some doexist and closely resemble those sites colonized in Britain. Further careful
examination of the data from specific areas remains to be undertaken when thearea of origin of the British strain of Crassula helmsil has been resolved.
Figure I. The distribution of Crsissulaheinisli
(from Toelkan 1981)
lesearch COLIPCII
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APPENDIX V
Proposal to The Essex Naturalists' Trust Limited 28.6.1988
Proposal for testing the efficacy of aquatic herbicides in the control of the
alien aquatic Crassula helmsii - Australian Swamp Stonecrop in Fingeringhoe
Nature Reserve
Following the recent rapid invasion by this alien aquatic of the aquatic
areas of several nature reserves, there has been a consequential loss of
native flora through overgrowth by its dense swards. The Freshwater
Biological Association has been commissioned by the Nature Conservancy
Council to investigate its control by approved aquatic herbicides and to
produce guidelines for their use. A variety of sites both geographic and
morphometric, are required for tests in view of the catholic nature of the
growth of this plant (see Dawson & Warman 1987, Biological Conservation 42,
247-272). The trout pond area of the lake represents both the easternmost
site in the U.K. and one with a dense but unrooted and floating overgrowth of
this plant; there are in addition considerable underwater stands of this
plant distributed throughout the lake.
Subsequent to tank trials at the River Laboratory, it is proposed to
undertake comparative field trials in the trout pond area of the lake in the
reserve. These trials will be conducted in accordance with good practice as
set out in the current guidelines (MAFF 82078, copy with the Warden). Thus
the aquatic herbicides below would be applied in duplicate during August to
strips of 4 m in width and from the margins towards the middle of the pond;
strips will be separated by buffer zones.
2,4-D Amine - a selective herbicide for dicotyledonous plants
Diquat - a non-selective contact herbicide
diquat alginate - as above but in a gelatinous formulation allowing
attachment underwater
glyphosate - a broad spectrum herbicide
In addition a test with a commercial chemical, hydrogen peroxide, previously
shown to be effective in certain conditions, would be undertaken; the
particular importance of this chemical is the absence of toxic or
accumulating breakdown products.
Assessments will be made 2-3 weeks, 2-3 months and during the spring
following herbicide application. Subsequently, next spring it is proposed
(funding permitted) to apply in a similar way the following herbicides:
Dichlobenil - a broad spectrum herbicide absorbed mainly through the
roots and acting upon growing tips
Terbutryne - a broad spectrum herbicide
The use of a shading material will also be demonstrated to show its role in
the control of this plant in small areas of the lake; this will be primarily
undertaken in response to local interest.
These field trials are undertaken firstly to determine the effectiveness of
approved herbicides in a range of field conditions before, secondly,
undertaking joint programmes aimed at eradicating this plant from particular
aquatic areas. During this second stage the consequences of removal and the
need for replanting or the effects of recolonisation and the role of the seed
bank in restoring natural flora will be considered in more detail.
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